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Say Farewell To
'Grand OldAlan'
By PERRY 0. WITHERS

carry on.
Dr. Ranson Quincy Venson,, Dr. Venson was one of the
.75, Memphis dentist, known,founders of the National Dental
. by most as Dr. R. Q. Venson;Association. He had been with
Arthur T. Bennett, an asor simply as Doc, died last it and "nurtured" it through
sistant attorney general for
week: 1:15 a.m. Wednesday the years. As President and
five years, will become the
August
5th is listed as the of- later Chairman of the board
first Negro to head the proseficial time of death. However,J of directors he had been instrucuting staff of a division of the
Mrs. Ethyl Horton Venson, mental in drawing up the proShelby County Criminal Court.
his
wife reports that he actual- grams and selecting site. As
effective Sept. 1
ly passed while he slept a few president in 1957 he was the
According to Atty. Gen. Phil
hours earlier, around 10 p.m. first to succeed in integrating
M. Canale, Mr. Bennett will
Tuesday. The place was the accommodation facilities (hotels
head the staff of three prosePlaza Hotel in Miami Beach, restaurants, etc.) in Pittsburgh.
cutors assigned to one of the six
Fla. The Vensons, that is Dr. He received the organization's
divisions of the Criminal Court
and Mrs.. their daughter Pame- Outstanding Service Award in
which will be operating in Sept.
la and their niece Jerithel Nel- 1969.
, As division head Mr Benson were in Miami Beach for Dr. Venson was born in Ranett will be personally responthe annual convention of the bides Parish in Louisiana, son
sible for most of the major cases,
National Dental Association; of a farmer. He attended priin the court to which he will be!
they had flown down Sunday.Imary, secondary school, and
assigned. His salary %%ill be.
Dr. Venson who suffered with!Coleman College there. He
$14,700 annually, an increases
a malignant cancer and finally studied dentistry at the old
of $500 over his ^;!.:sent scale.!
succumbed to a coronary had West Tennessee Medical and
.4046/000::
He was born in Corapeak,) Among those serving as pallbearers at Dr.
alker, Mr. E. Miller, Jessie Turner, i taken part in all of the con- Dental College here in MemN. C. and was reared in Ports- R. Q. Venson's funeral were Mr. .t. maeco
vention's activities right up phis, and did some post graduFrank Whitney and Frank Scott.
mouth, Va. where he finished l
!until the day of his death. De-'ate work at Meharry Medical
-spite the protest and Tr aneuhigh school. After several years 1
in Naakiville.
tvers of his wife he Misted on He -was dtgtharged from the
in military service, he enrol!attending and being active in Army in 1917 with the rank of
led at Howard University rethe convention. Faced with the 1st lieutenant. That year he
ceiving his BA degree in 1959
NEWTON BOND SET AT $50 Gs
charge of having an overactive opened up a dental office on
and his LLB degree in 1963. Mr.
male ego in wanting to attend Beale Street in Memphis. His
• Bennett worked his way through
OAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI) — A judge Wednesday set bail
in ill health he explained his office has remained on Beale
Howard by tending the switchfor Black Panther Leader Huey Newton at $50,000 while New- board in
;rue motivation.
an apartment comStreet since that time.
ton is tried for the second time for the killing of a policeman plex.
During the summer
In 1918 he was instrumental
He felt that there still rein 1967.
' months he operated a "kiddy
in founding the Russel Amerimained a need for a professionThere were indications the bail would be raised, freeing ride" concession
can Legion Post No. 27, named
in suburban
al organization of Black denNewton, the Panthers' co-founder, to resume leadership of the communities.
after the first Black soldier to
tists.
that any participation ,
militant organization.
After coming to Memphis
die in W.W. II. At one time the
blacks might have in the preAlameda County Superior Court Judge Harold Hove a 1 s o in 1963. Mr. Bcnnett
all-Black post was one of the
was asdominantly
white
American!largest
set Sept. 25 for Newton's retrial on voluntary manslaughter, sociated with the law firm of Rev. Charles F. Williams of
in the country.
black community,
but
for
were
given
to
Adam
Watkins,
Dental Association would atj
charges.
Hooks, Sugarmon. Willis, and Memphis, was reelected Most strengthening
black
institu- of Clarksville. retiring Right this point be only token and! Dr. Venson was an active
Panther Atty. Charles Garry first asked that his client bei Murphy. He practiced law ap- Worshipful Grand Master of
member of St. John's Baptist
tions as integration takes place. Worshipful Deputy Grand Mas- that his
presence at the conreleased on his own recognizance and after this was refused! proximately two years before the Most Worshipful Prince
Church at Vance and Orleans
Citizen of the Year honors ter, who was also named Depu- vention
(being a voting memsuggested a "reasonable, nominal" bail of $10.000.
his appointment as assistant Hall Grand Lodge of Masons were given to Judge A.A. ty Grand Master
Emeritus ber and president emeritus) where he served as chairman
Hove approved a request by District Atty. Lowell Jensen , attorney general
of the Deacon's Board and
in Tennessee. at the Centennial Burch, Jr.. of Nashville, Judge during the session.
despite all would be the exam-,
for $50,000 bail.
Mr. Bennett and his wife live Celebration of the Grand Lodge of the General Sessions Court
Board of Trustees.
Grand Master Williams noted pie in dedication to the organi-1 He was an Elk;
Judge Hove made it clear at the outset of the 30-minute at 2460 Arlington Avenue.
held in Nashville, Aug. 3-5.
of Davidson County.
he was a
zation needed to inspire some
hearing that Newton was eligible for bail since he was being
Mason of the Year honors
(Continued
On
Page
12)
Grand
The
Lodge
of
is
composthe
younger members to
(Continued On Page 12)
tried only on voluntary manslaughter.
ed of 8,000 master masons in
In his first trial in 1968, Newton was accused of niurder,
more than 200 lodges throughassault and kidnaping and bail was never permitted during
out the state.
the trial, conviction, nearly three years of legal maneuvers
In the same meeting Sis.
and appeals.
Etta M. Selmon of Memphis
The arguments Wednesday were mainly confined to t he :
was elected as Grand Worthy
amount of bail. Jensen pointed out that Black Panther Minister!
Matron of Excelsior Grand
bail
when
Cleaver
Information
jumped a $50,000
Eldridge
of
Chapter of the Order of the
dark surrounding her husband's matter of trying to balance the; In its original idea, the cenhe went into exile in 1968.
Eastern Star.
Twelve staff members were crypt, could be gotten off the whole center.
OKAY WITNESS TO TESTIFY IN PANTHER CASE
ter was to include a memorial
Judge B. L. Hooks, Right dropped
from
Martin ground.
the
Mrs. King was picketed dur-' park at the slain leader's
NEW HAVEN, Conn. — George Sams Jr., the man w h o
Worshipful Grand Secretary, Luther King Memorial Cen- ';The cutback of staff in the ing her first news conference gravesite:
the
library-docunamed Black Panther chairman Bobby Seale as giving the orspeaking to the Centennial ter's
documentation! library documentation project by former center workers who mentation project
library
to gather
der to kill alleged police informer Alex Rackley, has been deBanquet, called for a strength- project to liquidate a -large was an administrative neces- contended that 12 persons had and
document
Dr.
King's
clared competent to appear in court. Sams ia a key prosecuto sity," she said. "because of a been dismissed because the papers and other
ening of the economic resourc- indebtedness." according
materials
tion witness in the kidnaping and murder conspiracy trial of
es in the black community by Mrs. Martin Luther King, Jr. tenuous financial situation. library documentation project related to his work; the instiPanther Lonnie McLucas. He is expected to be called to the
increased patronage of busi- The widow of the slain civil These cutbacks were necessary was not being given proper tute. of the black
world to help
stand when superior court resumes Thursday.
nesses operated by blacks, and rights leader, wife, who has in order that a large indebted- funding.
define and determine the role
•
•
•
support of institutions and or- held two news conferences on ness be liquidated."
At the second news confer- of black scholarship in AmeriTEEN PROBER HAS 'BIG JOB'
ganizations which serve blacks. the subject said the cutback
She added that the cutback ence, Mrs. King explained that can thought and values, and an
Speaking from the topic was made so that other pro- was "the only practical solu- she was willing to meet pri- institute for non-violent social
The youngest member of the Presidential Commission on.
"W here Do we Go From jects including establishment, tion we saw, with the excep- vately
Student Unrest has a commission of his own to keep the in-I
with
the
dismissed change.
Here?" Judge Hooks called for of an institute for nonviolent tion of phasing out the whole workers to discuss their prievvestigation honest. Joseph Rhodes, Jr., a junior fellow at HarAccording to sources, the
ARTHUR BENNETT
integration as the goal for the social change and a memorial , library operation. It was a ances.
vard University has gathered around him a team of young in-'
(Continued On Page 12)
vestigators to go to campus trouble spots and do his homework.

TENNESSEE MASONS

Name Williams
rand Master

12fired At Dr.M.L. K. Library

•

•

*

ROMNEY, JESSE IN AGREEMENT
George Romney. Secretary of the Department of Housing,
and Urban Development, said here Saturday that he is in favor of a proposal submitted by residents of the Cabrini Green
Housing project that would allow tenants to buy apartments on
an individual or cooperative basis
•

•

•

CLAIM PANTHER NOT SABOTEUR
A group called the Coalition of Black Student Unions says
it is skeptical of the circumstances surrounding the death of a
Black Panther member who was allegedly killed in an explosion while attempting to blow up a power line near the IC
tracks in the vicinity of 3400 Lake Shore Drive.

Political Point Of View

lacks View Elections

A,..ocvAir06101111610664111111111MilieliemiriA— sues affecting them
should have won the election. should begin before the 'cam- speaking his opinion."
apple sometimes in the politi(Editorial Note) This is the The increased number of I am not familiar enough with paign'.'
Clinton Sharpe, 506 Gainville,: cal barrel, but we must not
fourth of a four-part series by black politicians in the elec-the fight between the black poWillie Register, president of voice his opinion that "the put all the other apples aside.
Debbie Dennie, associate edi-I tions hinted that the black corn- litical factions to make a stateThere are good apples in the
local 766 United Paper Makers blacks didn't cooperate as they black political barrel. One
tor of the Tri-State Defender,i munity was far from being si- ment regarding it"
should
have
without
and
them
'commented, "I think the image
on issues affecting the black;lent even though racial attenthing for sure, we've had
Mrs. Florida Haynes Thom- of the black community was getting together, they will not more whites
community.
tion seemed diluted with other
to let us down
get
The
what
want.
white
they
teacher,
school
public
statas,
election,
bethe
before
hurt
than blacks. In this election.
issues, but the outcome of the
,i.*-400111401111110***
,
man
will
usalways
top
be
on
election indicated a cry far dif- ed "As far as unity is concern- cause the so-called black leadthe blacks didn't use their
Considerable attention, na- ferent from that which was ed it was hurt. For the simple ers had been bought. I don't ing them."
strongest weapons which is
that
tionally and locally, has been hoped.
it
has
reason
only been feel that we had a real leader. Also very vocal on the issues their vote. Consequently
we lost
given to recession, inflation,
in recent years that the black There is not a Negro leader was. Mrs. Thelma Fields Howse, another war."
pollution, birth control, the This week many citizens people have begun to get to- in Memphis that I would follow. wife of Dr. Robert J. Howse, With
reference to the politiWar in Vietnqm, and the rising and leaders expressed their gether, and the political differ- Maybe there is one that is com- and president of Bluff City cal fight, the
very vocal Mrs
views
on the results of the ences such as statements made ing. Those that we have are MedicalandPharmist
Interest in the United States
Howse stated, "I dare not say
Genocide tactics. Without a election. Two of the basic by heads of certain political not leaders; they are followers, Wives Auxiliary. "The image that
Mayor Charles
Evers
doubt, these have not muted the questions posed were (1) Do organizations, that the black following in the paths of what of the blacks was hurt. For wasn't
wrong for publicly acproblems affecting black peo- you feel that the image of the man has no hope or cannot someone else is telling them. anytime we play our cards the eusing
Mr. O.Z. Evers, even
ple, especially in Memphis. black community was hurt in win, has hurt more than We Personally. I think the fight way Loeb would have played, though it
seemed logical. I
the
What
is
election,
(2)
and
However, with last week's
realize. However, the black between the political factions you know beyond a doubt that will
say I am sure Mr. 0. Z.
election, there is considerable your opinion of the fight be- man needs exposure before be was silly. We know Mr. O.Z. the black image is being jeop- Evers
has heard worst things
wonder, whether in the face of tween the black political fac- begins to run for office. He Evers has never produced,any- ardized. We are so skeptical
said about him and didn't ask
tions?
growing white hostility and incan be excused for inexper- thing constructive, The whole about putting our trust in a
for a penny apology. It is redifference, blacks are being According to Mr Tommie ience but not for his inexpo- issue was just politics. There black brother We must rememgretful that our own Mr. Evers
subdued, and bucoming less Matthews. 1470 Ely, "Yes, the I sure. People need to know him. was no character defamation ber that blacks are human;
politically oriented to the is- image has been hurt, Robinson In other words the campaign from Mayor Evers. He was therefore, we may get a bad
(continued on Page 12)
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Community Collage
RED CROSS ASKS RELIEF FOR HURRICANE
VICTIMS
Red Cross officials in the devasted Gulf Coast
Region of Texas said that due to extreme damage
from Hurricane Celia, the Red Cross will spend more
than $6 rivillion on an estimated 15,000 families affected by the tropical storm.
The Memphis quota of the national relief goal is
$23,439.
Persons are urged to send or bring their contributions to the Memphis Red cross Chapter, 1400
Central.

LEMOYNE-OWEN HOLDS TWO-DAY
CONFERENCE
Faculty and staff members will participate in

AN AFRICAN CHI B F VISITS TENN.
STATE UNIVERSITY — Chief M.R. Ndlangamandia (center) of Swaziland, South
Africa was gisen the rosal treatment when
he arrived in Nashville recently to v isit
Tennessee State University. His visit was
an interest in the experimental agriculture
which is being conducted at the land-grant
university. Shown with him (1. to r.) are
U.S. State Department representative Arthur Davis who accompanied the chief on

the visit, and Dr. David Hamilton, Dean of
the TSU School of Agriculture a n d Home
Economies. Chief Ndlangamandia owns and
operates a so acre farm where he raises
cattle, goats, maize, peanuts, sweet potatoes, and coffee. He is a member of the
Assembly of Swaziland, for which he receives a salary, but his main source of
income is from farming. JOE ZINN PHOTo

college.
The theme of the conference will be related to the
self-study which the college will undertake for the
1970-71 school year. According to Dr. Lionel Arnold,
academic dean, in a letter to the faculty and staff
members, the two-day conference will be a study
of the purpose of the college.
LeMoyne-Owen will be evaluated later in the
school year by a visiting committee of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools. The college is
already accredited by the .Association.
Dr. Harold Stinson, president of Stillman College, Tuscaloosa. Ala., will address the opening session of the Conference on "The Purpose of a liberal
Arts Education."
The afternoon session of the opening day will offer a panel composed of faculty members, Mrs. Ernestine Peoples, Dr. Paul Haynes, Dr. Walter W.
Gipson, and Edward Ouellette. Douglas M. Wilkins, a
June graduate from the college "with distinction"
By JUSTIN V. J. NVOKA
will also participate on the panel.
SALISBURY. Rhodesia — The coming into power of the
The second day will be devoted to the organiza- Rhodesian Front Government
in Rhodesia in 1962 should be
tional aspect of the self-study, with committee meet- !seen not only as a dramatic turn in the political history of the
ings at the morning session. Operation of the college country, but also as a sure and determined move by whites
refusing to share the political, economic and social life of
and registration procedures will occupy the afternoon in
the country with the blacks.
session.
Before I discuss the contributory factors to this continuing
Registration will be held August 26-28. Classes move to the right in Rhodesian political thinking, I should perhaps take you back to the hopeful days of the Federation of
will begin August 31.
Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SCOPE

Whites Determined To Control
Political, Economic Life Of Country

Last week I pointed out that the
concept of federation vvas more welcome among blacks in
Southern Rhodesia than by those in the two northern territories. In an attempt to sell his government's policy of partVETERANS URGED TO SEND CERTIFICATION
nership, Sir Roy Welensky. who had succeeded Sir Godfrey
Veterans who attended classes during the spring Huggins (now Lord Malvern as Federal prime ministe4r, decided to open upOonte'of the top jobs
the civil service to
and summer sessions under the GI Bill are requested qualified blacks. Black diplomats werein appointed
to t a ke
to send their Certification of Attendance cards to the jobs ;n Lagos, Nigeria, and under-secretaries were posted
to Washington, New York and London
Veterans Administration immediately.
There was something that could be called a genuine atThe VA explained that unless the cards are re- tempt to advance those blacks who were
qualified to take up
turned. veterans cannot be paid the educational senior posts in the government service. In the social sphere
money for their last month of training, nor can they the Federal Government tried hard, with a certain degree of
success, to foster better treatment for the blacks.
receive money for their month of ftaining when they - This, however, was seen
by the right-wing element in
'Southern Rhodesia as an unfair and unwarranted encorachreturn to school this fall.
A veteran attending college should fill out and ment by blacks into a political aild social world marked in
their imagination: "For whites only." The Rhodesia Front
sign the card he received with his next final check, Party was formed ostensibly
to stop and revise this trend.
and mail it to his regional VA office.
In 1960. the Federation's Constitution was to be reviewed
A veteran training below college level is asked to by the component territories and the British Government. The
two northern
especially Nyasaland now Malawi)
fill out and sign the card he receives with his monthly could secede, territories,
if that was the wish of the indigenous people.
check. and return it each month to his regional VA
The whites in Southern Rhodesia saw the granting of inoffice. The card must be signed by a school official. dependence to black Africa by Britian as a sell-out or let-down
polity. This sentiment was hardened by events where on the
The veteran who has lost his attendance certifica- African continent,
especially the granting of independence to
tion card should request another from his nearest VA the Congo farther up north by the Belgians. and the chaos that
office. He should then return the completed card to followed.
In the minds of whites in Rhodesia today black Africa
his regional VA office.
stinks, to use a crude word. Names like Congo, Biafra, Kenya
Veterans intending to attend school this fall, who or black majority rule are synonymous with chaos. The dedo not have a VA Certificate of Eligibility are urged portation or imprisonment of a white man in black Africa is a
•

*

*

5dage

A fairly liberal constitution produced by the Edgar Whitehead regime — a territorial wing of Welensky's United Federal Party', was approved by the predominantly white electroate
In 1961, but that party was rejected by the same people at
the end of 1962. bringing the violently right-wing Rhodesian
Front into power.
The Africans. under their party, the Zimbabwe African
People's Union (ZAPU) boycotted the elections because they
believed that an extremist white government in Rhodesia
would sooner or later be in a head-on-collision with the British
Government and the United Nations.
In an article which was given wide publicity in the national Press, both black and white, I urged the black people not
to put much faith in Britain, remembering how that country had
often ignored the interests of the blacks throughout Rhodesia's
history. Now 10 years later, I am glad I was right.
The Rhodesia Front conducted a well-organized campagn
for the 1962 election. The tactics were crude and simple-minded — to get at the basic fears of the uneducated and poor
, whites. They pointed at the Congo. the murders, the rapes
and so on. They wanted Rhodesia to remain in responsible
(white)hands for all time. They wanted to retain the Land Apportionment Act which separates people into residential and
business areas according to their colour.
White women were told at private house meetings how
they could not keep white purity with black neighbors next
door.
Until recently I can say white Rhodesians — the supportSEE PAGE 4
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Here is one of the outstand,ngoutornobile salesmen
in th• kliernph , s area. Naturally, 1141s at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstanding s•liection of fine new and used cars ond trucks.
H. can b• of great help in assisting and ad visi rig
you on financing. See Tommy Grant.. . Mok• a No. 1
Chevrolet at Union.
Buy on America's No. 1 Car

FOR BIDS

The Memphis Housing Authority will Tete:\ e bids fur A
14-story, precast concrete apartment building for the elderly
until 2:30 P.M., C.D.S.T., on the 25th day of August, 1970. at
Memphis Housing Authority, 700 Adams Avenue. Memphis,
Tennessee, at which time and place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including plans
and specifications, are on file at the office of the architect,
Walk jones/Mah & jones!Architects!Inc., at 1215 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee for each set of documents so obtained.
Such deposit will be refunded to each person who returns the
plans, specifications, and other documents in good condition
within 10 days after bid opening. Returned plans shall be fully
bound and unmarked.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Memphis
Housing Authority, U. S. Government bonds, or a satisfactory
bid bond executed by the bidder and acceptable sureties in an
amount equal to five (5) percent of the bid shall be submitted
with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay
for satisfactory performance and payment bond or bonds in a
penal sum of at least NV. of the amount of the contract as
awarded.
All bidders shall be licensed contractors as required
Chapter 135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the General Assembly
of the State of Tennessee, and all amendments thereto. Bidder's
name and contractor's license number' must be placed on the
face of the envelope containing the Bid Documents.
Attention is called to the fact that not less than the minimum salaries and wages as set forth in the specifications must
be paid on this project, and the contractor must insure that
employees and applicants for employment are not discriminated
against because of race, color, creed, religion, sex, or national
origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to waive any ,informalities in the bidding.
No bid shall be withdrawn for a period of thirty (30)
days subsequent to the opening of bids without the consent of
the Memphis Housing Authority.

She'll never need
Wonder Bread more than
right now.
The time to grow bigger and stronger is
during the "Wonder Years"—ages one through twelve—
when a child reaches 90(0. of her adult height. So help
your child by serving Wonder Enriched Bread. Each slice
supplies vitamins, minerals,carbohydrates
and protein. Delicious Wonder Bread!

rip

Prie4ss buildstripopkwkin

wail*

Helps build
strong bodies
12 ways!*

NIENIPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY

22110 [AMR
324 36/1

Blessed by
the Devil
himself!
,.,•AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL

COLOR •• PE PFECT

itoiiRT WALKER lARRYBISHOP,ANIROARKE.

Si

George Pe ppard "PENDULUM" 0
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LUCKIEST MAN in the WORLD ???
"Everything he touches turns to Gold"
Have you ever heara this quotation? Of
course; we all have. Well this is what they say ag
about Brother Fred Wilson of Los Angeles,
Calif., ordained Dr. of Divinity; the best
spiritual in the country today. Don't gamble
on anything including numbers, cards, dice,
bingo, Dogs, Horses, until you talk to him and
find out about the "Mule" and the Tobey. He
makes the best "Hands" in the world. Call
for FREE advice 24 hours a day Advice
on love, money matters, and court cases
Area Code
LCA.A
Atk4a•yee
,mtiv,;:i)31,w4.4:0;;M:NVR:::..iliTTM;;;',.!.!

4:7.34,,49

"Big enough for a two-wheeler.
That's how big I want to be:'

m.otcic-tFO**RIAD

(If he can't be doesn't
deserve your business)

SATURDalt- AUDUST 15, 1970

One for each of the Deadly Sins...

•WrOODIERe

to contact their nearest VA office immediately.

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
.NEW OR USED CAR

.1 •

to put into the effort to solve
the other problems of this
Country. In the elimination of
the ghetto, we must eliminate
crime and make our streets
"Elimination of the Ghetto government and the only place safe. Fear has become a con- Goal for the Seventies" from which money may be stant& companion of many of
provided 3 fitting theme for obtained is hy more taxes, but our `brothers and sisters who
;the 64th Anniversary conven- the taxpayer is just about tax- live in the ghetto" said Mayor
McGhee, noting that it was
tion of Alpha Phi Alpha Frat- ed to hllt.
lernity, Inc., held recently in "The prospects for the pas- such a climate of fear that has
Philadelphia, Pa.
sage of new tax laws, that'caused Congress to enact for
. James H. McGhee, Dayton, must be voted upon by the the District of Columbia a law
Ohio's first black mayor, serv- citizens of a local community that permits police to enter
ed as one of the k ey not elare just about impossible, as homes without knocking, to
speakers of the pre-conven- the taxing authority has been hold 'a citizen in prison withtion program. He addressed pre-empted by the Federal out bond for up to sixty days
himself to the Convention Government giving the Fed- at the discretion of the judge.
theme, challenging both mem- eral Government all the mon- McGhee pointed out that tobers and visitors to direct ey, the state laws give all of
day there are over fifty black
their efforts in their respective the power to the state and all mayors for the first time in
communities to remove all of the problems are in the
this country's history, and
bariers that may be found that cities,- he added.
black men and women are in
prevent the elimination of McGhee offered as a beginCongress, state and local govghettos and all types of dis- ning solution that the Presiernment participating _n a
crimination.
dent and the Congress find ,a[meaningful manner 14. the de
According to McGhee, it was workable solution to the Viet
cision making process of this
to be brought to the attention Nam Conflict, and give attenicountry.
of both Congress and the Pres- don to poverty and the ghetto
ident that "to abolish hunger, in a manner not hertofore con- I He concluded that "democassure better housing, provide ceived.
racy with all its faults, inconemployment and minimum in- "The Federal government sistencies and denials, is the
comes, improve transporta- must put as much money into best form of governemnt in
tion, health and education, the elimination of the ghetto all the world, for all the Peoreduce crime, improve our as we have found it necessary pie."
air, water and Open space,
will require a refocusing of
what has been our national
commitment, and there is no
Now Showing!
place better to begin this refocusing than in our national
budget."
He further pointed out that
more money is needed to meet
the demands of citizens for
increased services by local

sure additional vote for Ian Smith's policy of "Keep the blacks
out of power for all time.-

1

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

I

Dayton's Black Mayor
Calls For Elimination Of Ghetto

Defender's

a two-day conference, August 24-25 to be held at the

•

DREW: LEDBETTER
SECRETARY
700 ADAMS AN'ENI E
TELMIONE 526-6811

•

•
-
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Jehovah's Witt4sses
To Hold 4th Assembly

=V%
WILLA MAE RICE, Rill iota Editor

ST. ANDREW AME CHURCH! The Women of Moody ChapThe Stewards of St. Andres I el C.M.E. Church will observe
A.M.E. Church 867 So. Park-I Men and Women's Day Sunway E. will present Omar R. day, August 16, 1970. Rev,
Robinson Jr. in an Organ Re- Louise Lynism Ivery will be
cital of Religious music assist- guest speaker at the 11:00 a.m.
ed by Michael Tompkins, bari- Services. She will speak from
tone on Sunday Evening Aug. this subject "LET US LAY
16 at 5:00 p.m. The public is ASIDE
WEIGHT In this day when attitudes reliable
EVERY
and the only guide that to find the principle the prov- nesses the Bible is the Book of
invited and Rev. Elmer Mar- AND THE SIN WHICH DOTH toward the Bible are
changing, leads to everlasting life. It is erb or example that fits the the Creator, in which God tells
tin is minister.
SO EASILY BESET US AND one religious group is convinc- their textbook. They study it need
or the problem of the
12 KEYS TO SING AT PRO- LET US \RUN WITH PA- ed that the Bible is authentic, and use it until they know how moment. To Jehovah's Wit- his creatures about creation,
about himself, about His rules
TIENCE THE RACE THAT
MISE LAND BAPTIST
of
life—rules that are simple
BEFORE
Hebrew
SET
US".
IS
The Missionary society of the
and practical.
Promise Land Baptist Church 12:1. REV. IVERY IS a C.M.E.
'The Word of God Is Alive"
244 Reno Ave will present the Evangelist. She is the founder
• ••••.•
Memorial C.M.E.
12 keys on Sunday August of Story
is the theme selected for their
forthcoming circtsit assembly
16, at 7 p.m. Mrs. George E. Church. She is presently assisprogram September 04-6. DeleDubor is president and Rev. tant pastor of Jones-Story
gates will come from the eleven
R. R. Callahan, pastor. All Church, Director of the South
Memphis District Board of
recently integrated congregavisiting friends are welcome.
Evangelism, Graduate of Philtional units in Memphis and
BISHOP CHESTER A. KIRKlips School of Theology in
from six other congregations in
EN DOLL JR. SPEAKS
Christian Education. She atthe West Tennessee circuit.
ON Friday, August 14, 1970,
Rust College and MemGeorge Yarbrough, presiding
the Tennessee Laymen will tended
minister at 353 Boyd, explained
have their Annual Laymen's phis Christian College.
At 3:00 p.m., the Rev. T. L.
that the Witnesses are anticiExpansion Banquet at the
Tipton, pastor of Zion Baptist
pating a colorful program at
Chisca Plaza Hotel at 7:30
Church, Hernando, Miss, will
the Highland Towers, 400 S.
p.m. The newly elected Bishop
be the guest speaker. M r s
Highland St.
Chester A. Kirkendoll, Jr. will
Gloria Bailey is chairman of
be the Guest Speaker.
-Definite advantages come
Women's Day and Mr. Ernest
to Jehovah's Witnesses and to
Bishop Kirkendoll served the Sanfield, chairman of Men's
the community because of their
community of Jackson, Tenn. Day. Rev. Rufus Flemings is
MARJORIE MeRAE
Bible views," Yarbrough defor 20 years as PRESIDENT the pastor.
clared. "At a time when the
class, and the Sunday School of Lane College. He contributworld is divided nationally,
Teacher Award for excellent ed outstanding work there in
racially, economically and redeveloping the college with the
Scholarship.
ligiously, and is at war with
Miss McRae was cited for present enrollment of 1,000
•
itself, J e hovah's Witnesses
the awards on the basis of students. He is a native of Kan•
teach law and order and reher tenacity and determination sas Ciey, Kansas, member of
spect for government. .1eto excell in Christianity and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
hovah's Witnesses are teaching
Academic achievements. This Honarary Fellow of Philosopeople not to steal or lie or
citation created the Annual 5- phical Society of England,
murder, but to be honest, hardD Junior Class Marjorie Mc- served as the (1st l first Youth
working, just and integrityThe 5-D Junior Class of St. Rae Youth For Christ Scholas- Conference Delegate to Amkeeping.
As a result of followAndrew A.M.E. Church School tic Sunday School Award be- sterdam, Holland and has DETROIT — A ranking auto!
ing these clear Bible teachings,
recently honored Miss Mar- ginning with the 1970-71 Class. visited London. He was ap- executive praised the trend to
the lives of many persons have
jorie McRae, valedictorian of Competition for this coveted pointed Colonel Aide De Camp greater protection for consuls]
been improved," he continued.
the 1970 graduating class of award begins the first Sunday State of Tennessee by Governor ers and urged dealers to as-The convention is designed
Booker T. Washington High1 in October. The winners will Buford Ellington. He was a sert their leadership in this
I to strengthen further these
School.
be selected on the basis of member of the Tennessee High- area.
I
ideals among Jehovah's WitA beautiful Bronze Plaque greatest number of A's in Pub- er Education Commission Robert B. McCurry, Dodge
nesses." he concluded.
with the inscription "Youth For lic School, and the highest These are just a few of the General Manager, concentrated
A special program for the
Christ Scholastic Award" and score of Sunday School Effi- honors this young Bishop holds. his comments on service as he
public is scheduled for 3 p. in.,
the signature of the teacher, ciency during the ensuing He is married to Mrs. Alice addressed some 5,000 people The Mt, Gilliam MB Church, Education Department, Mrs. BTU.
Kirkendoll
and
the final day of the assembly.
has
three who came ,from all over the 1029 Raymond St. will hold
Mrs. F. R. Lamarr was pre- year.
Emma Ward, Mrs. Irene Rich- Mrs. Rosie Lee Jamerson,
Joseph Saia, district supersented Miss McRae, along The 5-D Junior's consist of children, Chester Jr., Kapel country to attend the Dodge its 46th Anniversary celebra-1
with a certificate of honor and twelve 10 year old boys. !Vas. and Mrs. Loretta Jones.
dealer announcement meetings. ton, Sunday, Aug. 16 at 2:451 mond who has served as the wife of the pastor. Rev. J. D. visor of ministers, will talk
Church's secretary
for 38 Jamerson, will serve as mis- on "Who Will Conquer t h e
recognition from the parent- F. R. Lamarr is the teacher. Bishop Kirkendoll is the 35th "Service is the prime con- p.m.
years, MR:— Estella Moody, tress of ceremonies for the af- World in the 1970's?" Sala
Bishop
of
the
C.M.E.
Church
Teacher Fellowship of the 5-D Rev. E. M. Martin is pastor.
sideration of every customer,
Special features will include and representatives from The ternoon program.
and presides over the 5th and it must also be the prime
will answer the question with
Mrs. Geneva Cumming is the Bible in hand, the textbook
Episcopal District composed of interest of every Dodge deal- a Hundred Voice Choir from deacons, T r ustees, Mother
Alabama and Florida. Mr. Ol- er," McCurry said. "Consumer- the church under the direction Board, Sunday School and chairlady.
of the Witnesses.
lie C. Suttles, West Tenn. Con- ism is not an aimless trend, but of Mrs. Georgia Grady. Oscar
ference
and
Mr.
Howard rahter is a direct, progressive Thrill, John Tony, Thomas
Thompson, Jackson-Memphis- movement to provide more Moore, Mrs. Florida McNeal
(pianist), and John Campbell
Tenn. Conference, Lay Leaders service to the customer.
are in charge of the Tennessee "The old-tune emphasis on (organist).
Layman's Expansion Banquet. 'sales come first' is completeMOODY CHAPEL OBSERV- ly out of date and any dealer The Processional Theme
ES ANNUAL MEN AND WOM- who follows that approach is Song, featuring Miss Margaret
NEW BETHEL OBSERVES YOUTH DAY
Lewis, will be "Look Back
inviting business failure."
The Annual Youth Day will be observed at New EN'S DAY
and See How Far We Have
Come."
Bethel Baptist Church, 2215 Stovall, Sunday, August
Participants on the all day
16 at 2:30 p.m. The theme is "The Christian Setting
program will include Mrs.
an Example for Youth."
Lavern Hill from the church's
P
4

Sunday School
Class Honors
Valedictorian

Urge Dealers
To Improve
Car Service

Mt. Gilliam

Honors 46th

Anniversary

Church Bulletin

Miss Patricia Rose Nelson, daughter of Ford Nelson and member of the South Side Baptist Church,
will be guest speaker. Guest choirs include True Vine
of West Helena, Ark., and the Morning View Baptist
Church Choir of Memphis.
Chairman and Co-Chairman for the occasion are
Miss Alam Howze, and Miss Jo V. Lewis, respectively.
Officers of the church include Mrs. Mattie Huron,
Secretary. and Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans, reporter. Rev.
G. G. Brown is pastor.
*
HYDE-PARK HOLLYWOOD CIVIC LEAGUE
SCHEDULES MEETING
Hyde-Park Hollywood Civic League will hold its
monthly meeting Thursday night, August 13, at Civic I
League Building on Hunter Street.
All members are asked to be present: business
of importantance.
C. B. Myles, president, Mrs. H. A. Turnage, secretary, and Mrs. L. M. Evans, publicity chairman.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns I
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

Mode

DRAPERIES
SLIP
nd

TAILORS

BON UM GIFTS

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

COUPON PROGRAM

Mompfsis, Teases:et
°YOUR C•rsparf Makes Whet Yoe Ask for And
Creates What You Think or

LOOK FOR

UK
91111E

SUPERIOR QUALITY—LOW PRICE— UNEXCEL ID
WORKMANSHIP—EASIEST TERMS—QUICK SERVICE
WE ESTIMATES WITHOUT OSLIGATIOH

Beau!,tuL_Ct0m
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, AWNINGS!
METAL
CANVAS

we are
proud to
announce
rvt
our participation\ f 41in the
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THIS SYMBOL
EVERY TIME YOU
SHOP...
YOU'LL SEE M:
ALL YEAR LONG
.ON PRODUCTS
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

JOIN
THE
SAVERS!

,,,r1r7111111iTkil

BIG
STAR

aCaVERS

LOWEST PRICES
SUPERIOR TAILORING
SMARMS SHOWN
IN YOUR
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE.

Home

ESTIMATES PINE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION

EASY TERMS
WINDOW SHADES
VENETIAN & VERTICAL
BLINDS

FLOOR COVERINGS
RUGS, CARPETS
HARD SURFACE

Pardon us, while we toot our horn. It's our brandnew way to remind you that looking in your telephone book is the fastest, easiest way to find the
telephone numbers you want.
Look in the book, too, for dialing information and area codes, emergency numbers and
tong distance bargain calling hours. And a
lot more, too, like all those business and
shopping numbers in the Yellow Pages.
That's it. Toot.

216 S. Pauline

Tel. 725-1431
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SetBlackPower I
&Mobil!Atlanta

Launch
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SCOPE Cigaret Ad
Campaign

allenesse

Condensed Prom Page 1
ers of the Rhodesian Front Goveenment — used double-talk to
cover their real racist sentiments, because they wanted Friends
of Rhodesia Societies in the United States and Britain to tell
Lorillard, a major producer
the world that after all they were not all that bad.
people
On behalf of the National Co-'the awareness by Black
Rhodesian Government is of cigarettes and other tobacco
The
changed.
all
Now
has
it
ordinating Committee of the that wherever we Africans are, a racist regime, believing in clinging to power at the expense products, is launching the largCongress of African People and i.e. Africa. the islands, South of the maojrity black population. Ian Smith himself said re- est hi-fl preprint newspaper
we
put together for
the Atlanta Host Committee, America, and the U.S.A.;
new Constitution is racialistic, but we have to be campaign ever
y to introof are oppressed by the same cently: 'Our
communit
you
Black
inform
the
to
like
would
we
to
girls
few
a
to the audience and picked
EDDIE FLOYD VISITS WOMEN'S PUScon- realistic "
and
KENT
n
dominatio
cigarette
of
new
forces
Congress
a
duce
the
of
convening
Rhodesia
sing some of the lyrics to in each song. the
The suppression of the aspirations of the blacks in
SON — The strains of "My Girl," "Lauwill
Congress
the
Thus,
Atlanta,
100's.
trol.
Menthol
in
Sensitive to t ii e dreams of these women, of African People
in the name of the suppression of world comrie" and "California Girl" filled the halls
1970, (La- focus its attention on the theme, is being ciefended
the reason why there has been symprobably
is
attributed by his own experience in reform- September 3rd - 7th,
This
munism.
Pictured with Mr. F Floyd are some of the
Hi-ti preprints are the most
Pan
and
Day Weekend). The Con- "Black Nationalism
bor
"I
states
Floyd
for this seemingly and incresing- authentic color reproductions
Mr.
West
prisons,
and
the
of
atories
Women
capitals
in
for
pathy
the
of
Tennessee State Prison
conto
order
in
m,"
a
Africanis
of
result
regime. All tendency in Rhodesia today is towards of ads now available to newswas one of the fortunate ones who came gress, itself, is the
in Nashville during a special concert given
cretize the Black Power mood ly fascist
development which means t he separation papers and Lorillard, because
through prison and made a productive life. decision to join the National
separate
at the prison by Eddie lityd and another
Black Power so prevalent in the total Afri- of the faces, with the whites as the bares and the blacks as of its reputation for quality,
nal
Internatio
and
also
will
here,
that
leave
girls
the
dope
I
s."
Stax recording group, "The Newcomer
can world.
be as fortunate and never see the inside Conference into a aingle instru- The National Black Power the have-nots
used this approach to announce
women inmates. Some of the girls had their
of
out
grew
decision
ment. This
Menthol 100's to Black
of a prison again."
Kent
dream come true as Mr. Floyd walked In
Conference was first convened
consumers.
in 1066 under Adam Clayton
Powell's leadership in WashThe theme of the now cigar.
ington and was subsequently
ette — "Kent Got It All Toheld in Newark with 2,000 dele-1
gether" really says it 111.
gates in attendance and in PhilKent Menthol 100's, his a
adelphia, with 4,000 delegates in
combination of menthol
winning
.
attendance
refreshment and the famous
The latter meeting was the
Micronite filter which has poplargest and most varied of its
NOTE: In response State Defender I have this to ularized the brand since its inkind ever held in the history of'EDITORS
s.
Memphian
fellow
my
to
George
state
s made bs
troduction in 1962. Consumer
Black America The Interna- to allegation July 28th edition
in the
• "Mot eslig htened people are research studies show this
tional Black Power Conference,IDowdy
Tri-State Defender, State fully aware of the gross error menthol brand is in tune with
was first convened in 1969 in of the
J. 0. Patterson gave in Mr. Dowdy's statement. Re- the increasing number of new
Senator
Bermuda by Roosevel t Brown,
interview to our cent news media coverage has smokers who prefer the rea member of the Bermudian the fo 'lowing
Nat D. Wil- adequately informed Memphi- freshmtmt and taste of menthol
columnist
f
staf
so
Parliam ent and attracte d
interview ans of the fact that Mayor Hen- cigarettes.
that
ng
Dud
liams.
2,000 delegates. This year, it
has not been en- ry Loeb endorsed the candidawas scheduled for Barba dos, Snodgrass
by either Mayor Loeb cy of former Judge Robert Lorillard, the nation's oldest
but du e to the rising political dorsed
American Party.
the
nor
Taylor and certainly not that of tobacco company, and a diviconsciou sness of Af ricans,
• • •
Honorable Stan Snodgrass. sion of Loew's Corporation,
the
e
,
th
the
Caribbean
throughout
pot began Further, Mr. Dowdy is again also makes Kent, Newport, Old
political
local
The
Barbados governme nt placed
boil this week as ignorant of the fact that the Gold, True and Spring cigarrestri ctions on the scope and to bark and
- American Party has its o w n ettes and a line of little cigars,
pertaining to
lling
name-ca
neel
dimension of the confere
entered candidate in the person of pipe and chewin.g tobaccos.
leaders
political
black
which were unaccept ab le to
Douglas Heinsohn of Severville,
the c o nference lea dership, the picture.
in a Tennessee.
Patterson,
0.
J.
Senator
thus forcing its cancella tion.
reflecting more disRoom Air. Conditioners 5,000 to 29,000 BTU
Historical ly, B 1 a ck people statement
than anger, re- "Mr. Dowdy is apparently
nt
appointme
onal
organizati
the
lacked
have
attribut- either naively uninformed of
•
statement
a
pudiated
GIBSON
vehicles to carry out the mancandi- important recent political
a
Dowdy,
George
to
dates of the national and in- ed
Freezers
Air-Conditions
tive events, information and facts
representa
state
ternational Black communities. date for
or he has adopted the campaign
the
current
in
II,
District
from
Refrigerators - Washers - Dryers
Thus, this meeting comes at a
habits of his sponsoring politicampaign.
'most crucial and timely moSenator Patter- cal organization. Mud slinging,
step
by
Step
struggle
ment in our historic
refuted Mr. Dow- slander and libel are things I
for justice and social/ econ omi son's reply
s and implica- did not expect of George Dowallegation
well being. We are extending an dy's
his state- dy even though I have long
through
.All
tions.
invitation to all persons of Afof sur- since had serious doubts about
note
a
was
there
ment
rican descent and all Black
that his ability and qualifications
tment
disappoin
and
organizations to join us in At- prise
make such to represent Black Memphians
would
Dowdy
Mr.
lanta for this historic meeting
In the position he now seeks.
.
to accomplish five basic goals: a statement
published in "Georg e has apparentl y beinterview
an
In
P.M
l
an
9
ideologica
To
provide
,
1.
Open 8 A.M.io
Defender last come the puppet of others who
framework for the Black Power the Tri-State
Dowdy is quoted as have more sense and political
'movement which realistically week Mr.
expressed displeasure astuteness and are skilled in,
considers the Black experience having
endorsement of guber- the art of using others to do'
the
over
past. present and future.
. .
Stan S n o d•
2. To develop concrete plans natorial candidate
Senator Patterson
by
,grass
and models to build Black inweeks ago, one of
everal
"S
d Representative Alvin.
(Advertisement)
stitutions at the local, national He is cited as feeling that the officers of the organization
and international levels wher- the two "black leaders" should that is sponsoring Mr. Dowdy
ever African people are.
not have endorsed Mr. S n o d- related to 'me that others had
3. To create an ongoing orJOAN
igress, since he was also en- decided to create the story
ganizational structure to im- dorsed by Mayor Henry Loeb that was presented. This was
plement the Black mandate for and The American Party.
to be doge for the purpose of 1PP
'
liberation.
discrediting me personally and
PatterSenator
In his reply
One Stop
4. To exchange information son says:
thereby undermining the canand design common strategi es "In response to the allega- didacy of Stan Snodgras s for
for All
between Black organizations.
A friewl,aisioft mocieuvizet.aitiol
Y-etir
tions made by Geque Dowdy governor. Fortunately. I had
5. To provide an opportunity
pass this
in the last edition ;or the Tr- the good senie to
Shopping
for African people to fellowship
several
information along to
and enjoy their common huChurch memberships long beThe program also includes fore this man was used as a
manity.
Consistent with our basic major addresses by Imamu puppet. So the story is not new CHANGING FOR TWO
Is this the year your
philosophy, we are inviting as Ameer Baraka (LeRoi Jones); or surprising to many of my
oldest goes off to college! If
our keynote speaker, one of the Jesse Jackson (Operation fellow Black Memphians.
so, then it's time for making
most outstanding leaders and Breadbasket): Congresswoman,
changes in bedrooms. You'll
pae,
unfortunat
quite
is
"It
statesmen in the world today Shirley Chisolm; Georgia State
need to make arrangements
who has persistently advocat- Legislator. Julian Bond; Rev- thetic and disheartening to
for the house guest Jr. or Sit
ed strong ties between Africans erend Ralph Abernathy (Presi- know that a man seeking to
brings home. Or since your
communiBlack
the
represent
in America and Africans on the dent of the Southern Chrisboy or girl will be away most
continent and whose entire life tian Leadership Conference); ty can be either so misinformif the time, now is a good
or
a
puppet,
of
so
much
or
ed,
Kenneth
Powell:
has been devoted to the libera- Adam Clayton
time to make his or her bed.
slan-,
viciously
and
tion of Black people from white A. Gibson. Mayor of Newark; so carelessly
room over to double as a guest
derous and libelous.
and Stokely Carmichael.
oppression.
room. Whichever the case, you
had better let SEARS help
you . . . they have a furniture sale going on.
HIDING A BED?
You can make room
for two with a Sears sofasleeper, which is a sofa by day
and a double bed by night.
-Or, what about maple finished
bunk beds? They're a welcome
addition to most any homs.
because they can easily' convert to two twin beds.
If Its the formal guest
room look you prefer. Sears
.
MINE MEM,
has a wide selection of bedding with attractive bedroom
sets to compliment any taste.
_
'a..
Sears can help you plan your
to get the most use of
room
Reg. 3.47
the available space.
Value
NEED NEW
FURNITURE?
finger
on,
constructi
all
welded
duty,
Heavy
construcDurable, rugged galvanized steel
Something else you
lift. Height adjustment 2V to 38". Nonshould think about is that
tion! Top included.
there's one room that guests
marring floor protecting tips.
Reg. 5.97
above,
"
always use . . . the dining
30-GALLON CAN Same as
Value
room. And, if you haven't
""
97 Reg. 5.97
changed the furniture since Jr.
10%111 t"i' ,t
Value!
wasn't so handy with a fork.
NOW would be $ good
then
10, retpo'
;
time.
()tie of the sti, let that
gives a cheerful atmosphere tu
any meal is Colonial. Not only
will it make your guests feel at
home, it is very attractive arid
durable. Also it fits in with
practically any type of home
decor,
LIFE BEGINS AFTER
YOUR KIDS GO

Patterson Denies
Dowdy Charges
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Shopping Sears
with

SAVE1

Check Woolco's Low Prices for Big Savings I

SAVE $3
heavy duty
Ironing board

SAVE 1.48
20 gallon
garbage can

2

97
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SAVE 33c
chrome plated
shoe rack
Reg. 99i
Value!

GAY
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. Holds 9 peir of any style shoes.
. Permanently welded chrome plated finish
. Housewares Dept.
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So smooth-world's hest selling Scotch

know you're thinking
that with the kid (s) going
off to school, you can't afford
to buy anything. Well that's
one of the greatest thinp.about Sears and their saki.
They understand about people
that's why they price ea reasonably, and have tt.:.%tnient
credit plans avail..
Remember, nut only is
this a big transition in your
children's lives. 'Mit in yours.
as well. So, live is little mid
let Scars help.you.

JOAN GOLDEN
Roebuck and Oil
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YORK, NEW YORK
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Nixon In Major Policy Shift
In denying the benefit of tax-exempt status and deductibility to contributions to racially discriminatory
private schools, President Nixon
has not only instituted a major shift
in policy but a quantitative slashing
of the Southern Strategy which was
eroding faith in his leadership and
in the integrity of the Republican
Party as a whole.
The sole purpose of the segregated academies is to circumvent
integration and preserve the South's
social mores. It is an accommodation to white pupils whose parents
are opposed to a mixed school system in which a sizable mathematical ratio of black students would be
represented.
Up to now, contributions to such
schools were deductible. The Nixon Administration had given its unqualified approval to such an exemption as being consistent with t h e
right of white folk to have their own
schools and to maintain them as required by circumstances.
Such a stand meant that the Administration had given its blessings
to segregated schools. This w a s,
of course, in contravention to t h e
spirit and intent of the Supreme
Court order outlawing separation of
the races in the nation's public

school system.
But a storm of opposition to Mr.
Nixon's concession to Southern racists began to gather. Its momentum was accelerated by legal actions against the private academies
and by an exceptionally sharp resolution by the powerful National Education Association condemning taxexempt contributions to segregated
private schools.
Caught in an embarrassing
stance, Mr. Nixon had to face one of
two alternatives: either retreat
gracefully from his stand on t h e
issue of desegregation or accept the
responsibility for being an accessory
to Gov. Wallace's conspiracy to
scuttle school integration in Dixie.
That the Administration has now
seen enough light to reverse its position on so important a phase of
the struggle for equality raises high
hopes that Mr. Nixon may have decided to clothe with reality the dictum implicit in his inaugural address: President of all the American people.
This new resolve points to t h e
possibility of Mr. Nixon's readiness
to jettison the whole Southern Strategy and embrace the rationale of
national unity as a responsible commitment of a responsible leader.

Tax Exemptions For Dixie Schools
Moral sway is often as potent as
the law itself when applied at t h e
right time and in the right place. The
Internal Revenue Service said that
it has granted income tax exemptions to six Southern private schools
that have promised not to discriminate on the basis of race.

regated schools.
The exemptions mean that persons who contribute money to those
schools will be able to deduct t h e
gifts on their income tax returns.
It also relieves the schools of paying taxes on any income they might
earn.

The exemptions were the first to
be issued under the Nixon Administration's week-old policy of denying favorable tax treatment to seg-

It remains to be seen whether
these six tax-exempted schools keep
their promises.

Demotions And Dismissals
Federal and state governments
have been called upon to withhold
new aid for private schools and to
withdraw the help such schools now
receive from tax funds.
Some 7,000 delegates to the National Education Association passed
a resolution by overwhelming voice
vote saying there should be "no diversion of federal funds, goods or
services to non-public elementary
and secondary schools."
Government programs that now
provide help for private as well as
public schools should be discontinued, the resolution said. The only
exception it made was for federal

free milk and lunch programs.
The delegates also defended the
busing of pupils to desegregate
schools. They said this might be required "in order to implement desegregation plans." The resolution
also condemned desegregation plans
which result in the systematic discipals and teachers.
In a number of Southern schools
placement or demotion of black prindesegregation follows demotion and
in some instances dismissal of black
principals and teachers. The federal office of Education is said to be
looking into the matter.

Need A Second Re volution
"! think we urgently need a second American revolution — not a
revolution of violence, but a determination to square the nation's policies with the ideals of our founding
documents. Our hope lies with an
affirmation of the nation's historic
ideas and more intelligent and
thoughtful effort to make the system serve those ideals."
Thus spoke Sen. George S McGovern to the graduating seniors of
Colby College. This is a message
that needs to be told more often and
to a larger arena than the college
campus. America was founded

upon the basic principle of equality
of all men. But the nation has not
adhered steadfastly to this principle. Hence the primary source of
our social and economic difficulties
today.
We feel, however, that a quiet
revolution to square the countr y
with the pragmatic concepts of the
Founding Fathers is not in the
cards The masses are not in t h e
mood for more pleading, more rhetoric and more patience. They want
a6tion now and will use force to
make the system respect its c o mmitments

•

Black Or White:
No In4letweens

By AUDREY WEAVER
Last week a black leader told his audience that if
a person wasn't white, he was black— there are no in
betweens. Well, that ain't so baby and there are mil.
lions of non-whites to back it up.
who reside in South Africa. Their Asiatic
Currently in the color news (on who
is white and who ain't) are the Chinese
brethern, the Japanese, are classified
as white down here, but the Chinese
have been set aside as colored and as
/such cannot live in the better communities or use white facilities.
As nonwhite, a group of Chinese
children were ordered to leave a white
day nursery and this led to a new furore
causing the government to rule tbat
while it could not classify the Chinese as whites, the
tots could stay in the nursery as long as the whites did
not protest.
It also decided that since the Chinese are so few
in number so they could use facilities designed for
whites provided white citizens did not object. However, they cannot hoid certain property or occupy
premises which are designated for whites and they
cannot either cohabitate or marry white persons.
The Chinese in South Africa want to be labeled
'honorary' whites. As for those of other hues, all try
to escape the black label, and the government goes
along — those light-skinned blacks become the coloureds as well as blacks of mixed racial parentage. Now,
MY VIEW
the real reason for trying for that non-white status
rather than black is economics. In that race-hating
naion, everyone gets a better job, lives better, gets a
better education, better health service and so on providing
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
he or she is not black.
around with guns at their sides and liIn some instances, the S. African government has
quor inside their stomachs approved lof
We thought once that the days of what Stoner had said. The Klansmen ruled that one brother must be classified as black and
Vardaman of Mississippi. Tillman and wore their masks and two children pa- the other as colored, and then there was the case of a
Blease of South Carolina. Hoke Smith raded around in KKK Costume waving 10-year-old girl who was taken away from her family
because her color began to show after she was 8 years
and Eugene Talmadge of Georgia were a sign — "Stoner for Governor."
of
age. While her family remained white, she had to
over. These men used their anti-Negro
, At the Klan rally for Stoner. a man
go
to a school for the colored and live with other colorviews to their political advantage.
and His wife reported that "a group of
ed
persons.
Ben Tillman of South
five Negroes had opened fire on their
While the coloreds must carry those hateful idenCarolina began his a n t
automobile north of Griffin. Both were
Negro tirades before I
slightly injured by flying glass. Their tification cards etc.. they don't have to live on the
was born and carried on
car had led the Klan motorcade to the reservations and they escape many of the degrading
for many years after my
rally near Zebulon. The car carried on things the black Africans must legally suffer. So while,
birth. He is largely responits hood a KKK cross and the symbol they aren't white, they artn't black either and they
sible for the spread of segof the national Knights of the Ku Klux don't want to be. It is really a matter of economics.
During a recent vacation trip to Curacao (that's
regation in South Carolina.
Klan of Tucker, Ga. Shipp quotes o n e
down
in the Caribbean near South America), I disHe endorsed lynching and
submachine gun carrying Ku Kluxer as
covered
that the dark natives there don't go along
encouraged it.
saying that if they could have caught
with
our
indiscriminate use of the term "black.' While
Thousands of politithe Negroes, "We'd have strung those
cians in the South used the
bastards up." Another one said: "No, talking with one gentleman. I continually used te
Negro to get themselves elected. There you wouldn't have had a chance. I would word black—black citizens, black businesses a n d
black community, and he interrupted me stating that
are still a few of them around. We have have shot them on the spot."
Wallace in Alabama still going strong.
Stoner said he had called the Klan the adjective was misleading and too often insulting.
He was a real dark guy. but he said they perferWe have Senator Thurmond in South together to prove that he, and not Mcred
the word colored because that is what the naGeorgia
Maddox
in
Lester
Carolina and
Kee Hargrett, was the Klan's choice for
tives
of Curacao are — dark, brown,' yellow and very
segregationists.
But none of these governor. He criticized Lester Maddox.
— all
fair
sknned.
As for himse.lf, he said he was 'dark
are as dangerous as Tillman, Vardaman This is understandable because Stoner
hued.'
Incidentally,
they called me the 'little brown
and their kind. Fortunately today. t h e is too much for Maddox.
extreme Negro hater hasn't much
Maddox left a meeting where Ston- girl.' That girl stuff was a real compliment especialchance of being elected.
er was tirading against Negroes a n d ly since they were not trying to flatter me.
* * ,
e .Jews. Stoner is trying to run a smear
Now, here in Georgia.
iihan Bond. Atlanta's fair-haired young man,
have J. B. Stoner running for Governor campaign against Sanders because Sanon an anti-"Nigger" platform. Ile is one ders is too liberal for him. It will be in- puled a boo boo in the Windy City recently when he
of several men seeking the governor's teresting to watch the Georgia race. It was queried iliont gang activity and happenings in the
office here in Georgia.
will get dirty as things move on. Even ghetto public projects iCabrini-Green in particularly.)
Bill Shipp. writing in the Atlanta .Jimmy Carter who looked good in the Bond said if the city had to have housing projects,
Constitution Monday, July 27, tells of last governor's race looks less good now. the least the housing authority could do would be to
Stoner's activities Saturday, July 25th. C. B. King. the black candidate will plant trees and grass to make them more attracAs reported by Shipp. Stoner got on the show a good many Negro votes. King is tive.
He evidently hasn't looked at Chicago's projects —
back of a truck in Ku Klux Klan land handicapped for the lack of funds and
CHA
plants not only trees and grass at its housing
and avowed that he would inflict whole- up to now Negroes have not rallied to
sale persecution on Negroes and Jews him as might have been expected. There developments but flowers as well and the lawns and
if he succeeded in his race for governor. is no doubt in mind that Stoner will be flower beds are kept up very well considering the
He promised he would drive t h e defeated. Even prejudiced whites don't amount of triffic — tots, youngsters and adults. The
physical appearance of the projects isn't the
"niggers" out of the region. Men stood want him.
real
cause of the problem by any stretch of the imagination.
One project tenant laughed out loud when
she
heard Bond's comment on ttlevision. "We have
trees,
grass and flowers galore, but we still dare not
ride
some of those elevators in safety. 1N'hy do they
always
ask out of town folks how to clear up things —
we live
Brothers,
wide, and the U.S. will be up
them
and we and our leaders here are the only
Teacher Supply
ones
The attempts of the Unit- for cricitcal review before
who should handle them."
Dear Editor:
ed States Government to muz- the world!

They Are Still With Me

1G22@go

[BEM

zle the news media and force We realize that these policies
them to conform their re- of government repression stem
portings to what the present from an effort to defend poloadministration wishes is most cies- which are morally and
Memphis. p o I it ically indenfensible,
evident
here in
specially speaking of this past by all civilized norms.
week.
Genocide
Convention
On August 2, 1970. the Mem- The
phis Committee against Repres- adopted by the General Assion gave a People's Rally sembly of the United Nations
at Clayborne Temple to kick December 12, 1948 defines as
off a signature campaign to genocide, "Killing members
get 25,000 signatures on a pe- of the group and any intent
tition to the United Nations to destroy in whole or in part
charging the United States a national racial or ethnic
with genocide against Black group." And further according
people and other minority to the convention, "Causing
groups. Our people are break- serious bodily or mental harm
ing away from the moorings to members of the group" is
of apathy and the self delud- genocide.
ing dependence on the local We the members of the Memand national governments to phis Committee against
Rehalt their genocide tactics.
pression, along with many
Needless to say, the Rally other Red, Brown, Yellow
received no coverage though and particularly Black Amerithree people representing two cans, assert the U.S. is in
of the most vocal and radical fact guilty, and that you,
young people's groups in the members of hte News Media
United States — The Black are guilty of aiding her — by
Panther Party and Jarvis you suppressed or just panty
Tyner. chairman of the Young waisted in not covering the
Workers
Liber ation
Lea- Reality.
gue. The news releases were
Janice Payne, co.chairman
totally disregarded. Why" We
Memphis
Committee Against
were not ignored to the extent
that local and government
Repression
police came in full force'
P.O. Box 8282
These petitions will be sign
ed, the campaign is worid
Memphis, Tennessee 3808

The Chicago Teachers
Union is demanding a 10
per cent pay increase. During the past four years the
teachers have received over
$3,000 in p a y increases.
many fringe benefits costing the tax payers additional millions of dollars. Since
colleges are turning o u t
teachers like General Motors and Ford turns out
cars, we now have an oversupply of teachers.
In some school districts
20 to 50 teachers apply for
every job openin g. One
school district had 4,000 applications for 200 openings.
With no end of demands,
the Chicago teachers union
should keep in mind, t ht
we have an oversupply of
teachers, but the taxpayers do not have an oversup
ply of money.
GUSTAV ANDARB

Reversal On Cops
Dear Editor:
The Independent Voters
of Illinois has commended
the Chicago Police for their
"self-control, patience, and
courageous show of p r ofessional responsibility" in
Grant Park July 27.
SHELDON GARDNER
IVI Stale (airman

WELCOME TO THE CLUB
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New Kent Menthol 100's
A new kind of menthol refreshment. It comes free and easy through
Kent's exclusive Micronitd filter. Brisk, breezy flavor...famous
filter...good rich taste. Same great taste you get in Kent King-size
and 100's. They're all together now. In new Kent Menthol 100's.

Kent
got it.a
together!
All the refreshmentof menthol.
All thegood thingsofa Kent.

New Kent Menthol 100%
A new kind of menthol refreshment. It comes free and easy through
Kent's exclusive Micronite filter. Brisk, breezy flavor...famous
filter..,good rich taste. Same great taste you get in Kent King-size
and 100's. They're all together now. In new Kent Menthol 100's.

•Kent
got it a
together!
All the refreshmentof menthol.
All thegood thingsofa Kent.
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GUILDPOST
By CARLOTTA WATSON,
Counselor

progressed, I still feel sorry
for myself. I feel that I can
'never be accepted by the pubMusing: In the case of goodti
I was a very important
books, the mint
notIa — — KIM
—'person lb 'college before I had
how many of them you can get ..
my accident. I want to conthrough, but rather how many
tinue in school, yet I want to
can get through to )ou.
quit. I know some people with
MORTIMER J. ADLER. handicaps succeed, but I am
Dear Carlotta: I am a victim still depressed. What can I do?
of a handicap. I have lost a
ACHING.
leg. In spite of what people'
,
Dear
have done for me, and how 1
I uun'‘' =now if
I can say anything
that has
not already been said to you.
However, as you see this in
writing. I hop something gets
through to you. The decision
to continue is entirely up to
you. Success can be achieved
in spite of a handicap. In fact,
COMPETE with your handlas if it were another
'person. Are you going to give
Firsi graders entering the on
-- before you begin? In college would you tell a class.
Memphis City Schools must mate "You
are better than 'I"
meet certain state requirements without a challenge? Because
before :being admitted to theist' your handicap you may
become outstanding. Because
classroom on August 25.
of your handicap, you may
All 'children who will be become more precautious. You
d e velop improvments
six years of age on or before may
October 31, :970 are eligible which without handicaps, sou
may hare overlooked. The
for first grade relistration.
hardest thing to overcome is
Records needed included a not the physical disability,
birth certificate and proof but the mental condition it
induces. The worl d. I find,
of immunization against Diphas a way of taking a person
theria.,
Petussin
(Whooping pretty much at his own rating.
Cough), Tetanus, Polio, Ru- If you permit your loss to make
bella (German Measles ), Ru- you embarrassed and apolobeola (red measles), and Small getic, you will draw embarrassment from others. But,
ox.
if you gain your own respect,
Parents should also be pre-IIthe respect of those around you
comes easily. I find that wornpared to supply the child's fun!en
talk about m iddle age.
name (no nickname), father's!jolkingly . . . at one time it
name mother's name. occupa- was bush, hush. Men today I
tion and address of employment,Ijobe about becoming ball.'
name and phone number olThey openly discuss
wigs. I
emergency friend, name of toupees, etc. Times
have
family doctor and or hospital changed. Take this attitude,
used, number of children in and someday you may feel an
the family younger and older obligation to help those who
that the first grade.
are ne \kly handicapped. You
Copies of birth certificates will be able to at least to make
understand that life
for children born in Memphis them
and Shelby County may be remains rich and exciting and
physical
obtained at the Health De- finitful despite a
partrnent. 814 Jefferson Ave- disability; that life has a wonniie. The charge for the certi- derful inscrutable way of "paying off" in other things for any
ficate is two dollars
physical limitations. You may
Children may be immunized live long enough to recognize
through a private physician ;that your handicap is a blessing
or Health Department neigh.;in disguise. I hope I have
borhood health centers.
!helped you, in some way.
-

First Graders
_I
Must Meet
State Standard.cap.,

BILLS- BILLS- BILLS
1+WORRIEt'
'
BY BILL COLLECTORS?
GET FREE OF DEBT IN 90 MINUTES,
LEGALLY, WITHOUT BORROWING.
I ON I \ OR '/.l no% SEA 0

Shown above is Mrs. Ethel Venson, wife of
Dr. R. Q. Venson who recently passed while
at a com ention in Miami Beach. Shown

with Mrs. Venson are her two nephews and
her daughter Pamala.

AUGUST 14th , 15, g!tr 16th.

THREE BIG NIGHTS
HOLIDAY INN GOLD ROOM Two shows nightly
980 S. Third Street, Memphis,Tennessee

1st time - S.S.&M.A.-PRODUCTIONS
Presents (LAS VEGAS STYLE)
R & B AND POP GOSPEL REVUE

JUST-RITE ALLSTON REVUE (CHI-TOWN)

RECORDING ARTISTS
FANTASTIC INCO'S - SO. BEND, INDIANA
MIGHTY CLOUDS OF HARMONY- BROOKL1N, N.Y.
BILLY E. PERRY - CHICAGO, ILL.
JIMMY PLEASANT & WINGS OF HEAVEN - CHICAGO, ILL.
PAYTON TWINS- MICHIGAN CITY,IND.
MISS DYNAMITE- NEW YORK, CITY
JUST-RITE BAND & DANCERS- CHICAGO, ILL. (Tickets honored any nite)
Adv. Don. S3.00
At Door S4.00
Tickets on sale:

MEMPHIANS SAY GOODBYE TO DR. R. Q. VENSON

g*HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by Memphions
rushed rushed doily to your big
Hogu• 5. Knott supermarkist for
,11113,111r11UT freshn•ss•

-

Rogue & Lion,
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

BUNS

SPECIAL GUEST
SOUL PREACHER & SINGER REV. T. CUVESTON (I.C.C. INC.)
"Wherever you find people, you will find him doing good"

S.S. & M.A.- INC.-Office-988 Miss. Blvd.
HOLIDAY INN 980 S. Third Street Front Desk

27(
1BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274

ROLLS lozVZ

AAIE .4.VD ADDRESS TD.

BE LAI Ft ENTERPRISES, DEPT. 1A

P.O. BOX 16752
MEMPHIS, TENN. 38116

.ALL FLAVORS
REELFOOT
DRY CURED

Z"?gaeway..,
by Joe Black
Do you know a grocer who'll give you
basket of food because you tell him you hate
what he stands for? Or a landlord who will let
you live rent-free because you yell Black Power.
Or an employer who will offer you a job with a
future because you're wearing an Afro hair
style? I don't. Yet many of our black youth
seem to be trying to"make it" just that way.The
reasoning escapes me. And the tactics being
used are doing great harm to the black
community.

SOUTHLAND SAM SEZ:
Beat the heat in the
Beautiful Air-Conditioned
Grandstand at Southland

BACON
TRAY PAK

B15

Pork 139 BEEF ,„„ 125
Sausage
STEAK L.
3
4

FRESH CENTER CUT

LB

790
lOc

8 OZ.
TRADEWIND

FISH
STICKS

5

DUBON

FORDHOOK

,00,.150
SWEET

20 OZ.
POLY BAG

Think about that! And chances are it'll
come to you...that chanting slogans, spewing
hate and changing your physical appearance
won't stop hunger pains, or get you a solid job
with a future. Start remembering that success
is not a dirty word. Remember it for yourself,
for your future and self respect, and for the
dignity of black people everywhere.

DUBON FANCY
MIXED

ghck

290

YELLOW CORN

6 39c,
EARS

19

CANTALOUPES

29

RUE PLATE

GRAPE
JELLY 180Z

35

c

HOGUE & KNOTT
Coen Sundays fcr F,)

1

LB

EACH

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

vice President
The Greyhound Corporation

TOMATOES,

14 OZ.

LIMAS
NiEVPHIS
0.*K.ANSAS
•

ICE CREAM oAL89s
VEGETABLES

BREADED

IRITEAF.TATt.

t

MIDWEST

VINE RIPE

BISCUITS

Now don't misunderstand me! I can see
some positive results of this "new thine...the
natural hair-dos and the Black Power contept.
Black people do have a new pride. We are no
longer ashamed of our skin color or our hetitar. We have a togetherness we never had before. But all of these gains, all of the priae and
unity will go right down the drain if black
youth continues to ignore reality. We've all got
to recognize that success and "sell-out" are not
the same thing. That thing called "the establishment" is not going to fade away because
ileople call it-names. We've all got to realize that
e "establishment" can pay money for jobs that
most black businesses cannot afford.

33c

Pure

BALLARD or PILLDBURY
SWEETMILK or
BUTTERMILK
A

tainment.

46 OZ.

U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE

Hogue & Knott

PORK CHOPS
Admission 500 Rated "A" for adult enter-

HI-C
DRINK

ou r Shooping Confer

4321 SUMMER
973 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER
- -o 9 Aio

7

p

a'atirfir tie
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little items make a debt will become co-educational this of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Soror- line Pinkstccn Oden and is a
Dot and Walter Evans and from Cincinnati Ohio over the
desperate, and the payment fall.
ity Inc. She was overwhelmed graduate of Yale University their offspring, Cheryl Lynn week-end. They stopped with
impossible". Hopkins.
The Miles Book Store of the when the group presented her School of Law where he was and Chuckle are off
to Miami Sallie and Caffrey BartholoPotpourri . . Several of the CME Publishing House held an with a new sorority pen to a member
of the Skull and Beach and down to their little mew long time family friends.
guidance counselors participat- autographing party Saturday sport at the Boule which is Bones Fraternity.
He's off for hide-a-way in the Bahamas for The Renews were on their way
ing in the Institute for Guid- evening for J. Tyrone Alfred, going on this week in Kansas England come
September a brief and glamourous respite. to New Orleans and Baton
ance Counselors of Disadvantag- M. D.; and C. Connon-Alfred, City. Mertis and Velma Lois where he'll
attend Oxford Uni- Mary and John Westley are Rouge where they'll visit her
id Children got together and Ph. D. . . the title of their made a trek down to Jackson versity. His cousin
Paula Pink- singing the praises of Ethel aunt and uncle Jim Etta and
entertained the whole group at book. . . . "Medical Hanckook State College in Mississippi on ston is just back
from Hungary Lois and Dr. Leroy E. Thomp- Robert Lee on the campus of
the new and fabulously beauti- for the Layman" The hus- behalf of the sorority just bewhere she toured with the chor- son with whom they guested Southern University.
ful S. Parkway, E. home of Dot band-wife team hail from Los fore they left and Velma who al group of Dana Hall from
in Louisville, Kentucky. The Twas fun recalling the old
and Walter Evans.
Angeles. He's the brother of has untold verve and vim was which she was just graduated couples
are former neighbors friends at St. Augustine on the
Hosting the party in addition Mrs. William J. Mims and the off the Hot Springs to a CME first in the class in June.
out on William Arnold Road. hill. . . . one Sr. Margaret
to Dot were Georgia V. liar- uncle of Mrs. E A. Cole
meeting the day they left for Pinkston r e latives whose Ethel Lois is the daughter of
Coleman was here visiting her
vey, who was an instructor at And it was an el fresco dinner the Boule.
names are corning to mind Ethel and George Isabel.
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
the institute which was held in honor of Velma Lois Jones, Also going up early with the and with whom he spent
quite Joe Atkins, recently named Luke Wright on Eads and
at Christian Brothers College, t'other night given by her sor- Regional Director were Cath- a lot of time
were his grandImma Jean Hill, Harry John- ors in Alpha Kappa Alpha on erine R. Johnson, Hattie Yar- mother, Mrs. G. F. Pinkston, Assistant Superintendent of the another Martha Jean "The
Louisville City Schools. came Queen" Steinberg is building a
son, and Webster Williamson. the patio of Mertis Ewell's brough, and Ann Benson,
Bernice Pinkston (Mrs. J. D.) over to swap tales with the low income housing developThe gals attending the institute home.
Eric Wentworth Miller was Williams, Joyce and Howard
What great difference is, or by one fire brand? Whether
can boast of being among the rwas quite a surprise to the here recently from Minnesota Pinkston, Maria and Dr. Char- Westleys. John came home and ment with her "Blue Collar
there whether your eternal burn- you the by smaller
was off again to visit relatives Workers" in 'Detroit and Eleawounds, first femmes to attend the well honoree who is Regional Direc- visiting his folks. . the
.
Pink- les Pinkston and cousins Mar- in Chicago and Joliet, Illinois. nor Graham Norment was
ing be kindied by many sparks, or by one great one?
Many known Catholic college which tor of the Southeastern Region ston Clan. He's the son of Paugaret and Atty. George Brown. And Helen and Longino Cooke here recently visiting her moth—
winged it off for Los Angeles er, Mrs. Johnnie Graham, her
t'other day. Helen a n d her aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mts.
sister Nell (Mrs Theron) North- Samuel Bowen from her home
cross are just back from in New Jersey.
Nashville where they were There's still time to purchase
Lieutenant George W. Lee, firm at the annual meeting of are
positive signs that elements
very pleased with the progress tickets for the Voulants Boat
veteran politician and insur- National Negro Business Lea- of this
Administration are be- A poolside Luau was given'the trimmings, home
of
their mother, Mre. Jonah ride Friday night for the benenade I Milwaukee, Wis. Joscelyn
ance executive, was honored gue in Philadelphia. The pro- ginning
Patton. Helen and Nell were fit of the children at the Goodto
move forward last Friday night by the Robin-'vanilla ice cream
Vanessa
Carte
and
Basil
r,
topped with
at the 50th Anniversary of the fit making companies like against
also in Tyler,, Texas recently will Home for Children. Ethel
certain problems that sons on South Montgomery pineapples
and
cake
were serv- Glenda. 0. Charles, II a n d where they attended a wed- (Mrs. Willard) Bell is president
National Insurance Associa- Atlanta Life. North Carolina fret and
Street,
in
honor of their daughKeenan
Nix,
Mrs.
Leora
Banks
trouble
our
domestic
ed.
Mutual, Standard Life. and
ding.
of the group
ter Mrs. Barbara Simpson of
tion, held recently in Rich- Mississippi
and Mrs. Alleda Murrel.
Life were com- scenes. Therefore, I think it Sea Mateo, Calif.; and
Jimmy
Everyone
Sue
Haley
was
was
asked
Sincerest Sympathy. . . to
here
"to
a coumond, Virginia.
pletely ignored during the should be encouraged for the sin,
from Chicago visiting her fos- Mrs. R. Q. Venson at the death
Mrs. Dorothy Maxwell of come as colorful and wild as
ter mother, Mrs. Ora Lee of her husband, Dr. Venson,
you choose." Mrs. Marguerite
Mr. Lee was commended for convention in favor of non- good as well as being critized Chicago, Ill.
Meryweather
and
McChriston and Mrs. Janice
his "great vision and creativity profit insurance groups.
spending Mrs. Johnny Powell, on the
for the bad
Mrs. Simpson was house
much of her time with Lee death of her husband, Mr.
in uttering the originating call This situation
Jeans were most outstanding.
outraged Mr.
guest
of
her
parents for three Assisting
Eleanor apd Rev. Warner Powell 'and the Rev. and Mrs.
for an association for Negro Lee. When
the host and hostess
he returned to
days after a business trip in
Benson in addition to visiting J. A. McDaniel, who lost their
owned and operated life in- Memphis
were
Mrs.
Lillian
Anderson,
he made his objecPleasantville, N. Y. and Dallas,
relatives in Ripley and Henley. eldest daughter„ Alfreda Mc5urance companies some 50 tions known.
Misses Joscelyn and Vanessa
The following
Texas.
We were pleasantly surprised Daniel who lived in Albany,
years ago," said Jesse Hill, year, under
Carter, 0. Charles II, Glenda
his initial efforts.
Miss Karen Sanders and Miss to see our old class mate Elea- New York.
Mrs. Maxwell was house- and Keenan Nix, and Basil
Jr., president of the organiza- the insurance
men created
guest of two of her aunts Mrs. Carter.
Carolyn
Broomfield
recent- nor Moyse Bellew and he; We can only say,' time is the
tion.
their own National Negro Inly entertained Miss Virginia mate Garland and son Kent gentle healer of all wounds".
Pearl Campbell of 1366 Gold
Attending
surance
were
Rev. and -Vicki" Floyd with a bridal
Association in DurLt. Lee began in the insurand Mrs. Louvella Banks of
Mrs. Ezekiel Bell, Mrs. Awilda i shower at
ance business with Mississippi ham, North Carolina. T h p a,
the Sanders' home,
Mineral Wells. Miss.
Woods, Mrs. Addle Kirk Parker 11414 Rayner.
Life and only after a few weeks 1920 began an organization
!
Rolling
the
Pineapple
and
from
which
New
York, Mr. and Mrs.
has. continued for 50
with the Memphis agency, he
Carry the leis games were Curtis Jeans, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Floyd is the bride-elect
moved from salesman to man- years.
played and everyone received Charles Williams, Mr. and Mrs. of Charles Everrett Clark of
ager, recruiting new agents At this year's convention
Huzzas are in order for Atty. leis in an assortment of colors. James A. Simpson, Sr., Mrs. ,Kansas City, Mo. The bride's
whom he taught how not "to Mr. Lee was only living
memHanging over the entrance Luvenia Ladd, Mrs. Glover mother, Mrs. Freddie Floyd
Otis Higgs, the youthful black
run away when the going got ber present who was
at its
way to the back yard was a Rowe, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey was special guest. Other special
tough," or to "let door knobs founding. He was presented Memphis Attorney who has
fish net with attachments of Miles, Mr. and Mrs. Charles guests were the bride's grandturn into ghosts."
a Bronze Plaque and deliver- become the third member of corks, sea shells, leis and Woodard,
0. C. Campbell, Mrs. mothers Mrs. James Dukes and
It is reported that by 1920 ed the Anniversary Address. his race to be appointed to an flowers. Party lanterns of red, Marguerite McChriston, Mr. Mrs. Charles Floyd.
yellow, orange and green hung and Mrs. Thurman Northcross. Miss Broomfield will attend
his Memphis agency had sold Lt. Lee, as he is known to important judgeship
in Mem- across the back
fence a n d Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Jones, Mr. Miss Floyd as maid of honor
more insurance than any other Memphians, presented the Re- phis. Attorney Higgs
deserves lanterns of
candles surrounded and Mrs. 0. Charles Nix, Mrs. when the couple is married on
office, earning for the young solution on the Nixon Admini- the honor, despite
his youth. the Stream-Poo
l.
manager a promotion to vice- stration to the Resolution Com- He is a product of
Lillian M. Anderson, Mr. and August. The wedding will take
Memphis. Roast pig (barbecue
presidency. As vice-president, mittee. The insurance organi) with all Mrs. Harvey Lee Davis, of place in the Floyd home.
he was asked to represent his zation sees President Nixon as He is a former school teacher
fulfilling his campaign pro- here. He earned his Law Demises to assist the develop- gree here. He practiced law
STRIPE PRODUCTIONS
ment
of minority businesses here. He took on unpopular
PRESENTS
and opening doors of econo- , zauses and cases in Memphis
TEEN-SOUL FESTIVAL
mic opportunity by providing and proved his mettle. Even
FEATURING
administration support to their the most critical couldn't see
THE TEMPREES
how he would get rich defendefforts.
ing those South Memphis Folk
*VICKIE NEWSUM
In presenting the Resolution who wanted their landlords to
*DAVID HUDSON
Lt. Lee said, "As critical as I ,fix-up their dilapidated houses.
*THE SOUL
have been of this AdminiHiggs fought their case
stration, I admit that there Mr
DIPLOMATES
effectively. He defended weilk
*CAROL SMITH
those black Marines who were
THE WILDCATS
on trial out there at Millington. He was a candidate for ,
ADVANCE -S1.00
general sessions jede when he'
DOOR- $2.00
was picked to the bench here..
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
From this point of view it was
SEPTEMBER 6, 1970
good that the young man acDOUBLE ACTION
cepted
the appointment. He can
COLORS
RAY
SUa
HAIR
7:00 P.M.
prove himself further. Wish him
TICKETS GOLDSMITH'S
IRBSB HAIR IN WI well. . . and help him succeed.
XLItioNA CI.A1ToN
b
TICKET OFFICE
Mr. Higgs knows what it
!means to "make it."

Contempora
Erma Lee Laws
Womares Editor

lila LSI LAWS'

It. Lee Honored At Insurance Convention

luau Honors Children

Shower Honors
Miss Floyd,

Otis Higgs
Judgeship
Confirmed

HIDE GRAY HAIR
Get
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ITALL CHU STORES

By Mon

Atlanta Hostess Celebrates
Television Birthday

Claire

14 North Main (downstairo) 527-3619
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m. (Except Holidays)

Wash &Wear
TAPERED WIG

mbow

Afro-Wigs s1695& 4995
The Dutch
Boy
a Beautiful
Wash &Wear

Expert styling $350
EVERY DAY IS SALE DAY /BE AT MON CURE

The beaming smiles of the members of
MASCAA (Memphis and Shelby County
Alumni Association) of Tennessee State University came at their August 1st meeting
at the Peyton Place Club. The members
had just learned that their long desire of
having the Tenn. State football team play in
Memphis was finally a reality. Seated on
the front row fourth from left is football
coach John Merritt. Sixth from left same
row is Athletic Director Howard Gentry.
They were in Memphis to give the okay
that brought the smiles. The Alumni Chapter anticipates a "sell-out" for Memphis
has several thousand and many more
faas. Helping to boast ticket sale also is
_

the fact that TSL has nine Memphians on
the Tiger Squad. The famous and nationally
Tiger Band will perform. Tennessee State
will play Kentucky State at Crump Stadium
Sept. 15th at 2:00 p.m. Tickets will go on
sale soon at locations to be announced. All
Tenn State Alumni who have not received
correspondence from the newly reactivated
chapter are asked to (all the President at
946-4544 in order to get their names on the
mailing list. The next general meeting will
be in September. From left to right on the
picture are: Jesse Wilburn, Rev. W. A.
euggs, Head Coach John Merritt, Athletic
Director H. C. Gentr y. Back row are:
Coaches Joe W. Gilliam and Shannon Little.

ONLY

PE MALL -so friendly to your taste

"The Xernona Clayton Show" The Nat'l Assoc. of Negro
is both unique and fascinating. Business and Professional
It was the first talk show in i Women recently awarded her
the Southeast to be hosted by for her television,work, as
a Negro, with Negro guests, did the Georgia Associated
for a view of Negro contem- Press Broadcasters.
porary life; and may well be
Mrs. Clayton is a past fashone-of-a-kind in the nation. ion model and teacher. The
Mrs. Clayton is the perfect widow of Ed Clayton, who
hostess for such a show; she's was the public relations direcwitty. charming, and quite tor for Dr. Martin Luther
knowledgeable.
King, she was a member of
During the t\co years her the SCLC staff and traveled
:bi-monthly show has been on Iwith Mrs. King. her late
WAGA-TV 5. she has collected husband, a journalist and auwas founder-publisher
an amazing guest life of thor,
well-known
and
impressive of the weekly Negro paper,
guests stars from every field; The Atlanta Voice, for which
people like Leslie Uggams, she now writes a regular weekFlip Wilson. State Rep. Ju- ly feature column.
Xernona Clayton, a 4'-11"
lian Bond, President Emeritus
of Morehouse College, Dr. package of personality, is a
Benjamin Mays, past Grand native of Muskogee, Oklahoma
Dragon of the Ga. Ku Klux and one-half of a set of identiKlan Calvin Craig, singer Car- cal twins, formerly known
la Thomas, baseball's Donn as the "Brewster Twins". The
Clendenon. basketball's
Bill twins are among Tennessee
Bridges, author/journalist Pau State University's most popuHemphill, Atlanta Vice-Mayor lar alumni.
The Xernona Clayton Show
Maynard
Jackson,
Ramsey
Lewis, Mahalia Jackson, Duke, has been an illuminous eduEllington, Joe Louis and the! cation for both races. WAGAlist goes on. Star-value is not TX Vive President and Gena prerequisite for guests; the eral Manager. Buddy Ray,
majority are people doing paid tribute to Xernona by
important things In their own saying, "We wanted to create
a means of conversation and
realm, quietly.
understanding between the two
The success of this particu- races and Xernona has
done
lar show and the value of Ne- it extremely well." He
further
gro programming have been stated, "Her wit
is razor
reflected in the press and sharp and her ability
to handle
public responses. One enthu- different races in
siastic TV editor described Mrs. situations is astoundingdifficult
."
Clayton as "sparkling, pixie- The theme song
for the "Xerish, relaxed, friendly, poised, nona Clayton Show"
is "Peotasteful, tactful,
humorous, ple" . . . The song couldn't
attractive,
gracious, aware be more appropriate.
and hip." Many white viewers "People who
need people
have written to say how little are the luckiest
people In the
they had known of Negro pro- world" . . . so the
song
gress in business, politics and The people who appeargoes.
on
education. Mrs. Clayton °points :Ye n na's show feel
her
out, "I'd like white viewers to warmth, her nterest
and her
see a different form of edu- love. The Xernona
Clayton
cation into what black people Show, a spirited
30-minute
are. There's no difference be-1 program seen on prime
time
Mum as except that we live!(7!00 p.m. Saturdays)
has
on different sides of the city." 1 proved a real winner.
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SAVE Yz 40%
on fine cleaning
99c
Dresses
(Plain 1-Pc.) ...

Suits

(Men's or Ladies'

Plain Skirts
or Sweaters
Pants,
Blouses

ZAMBIAN DANCERS ENTERTAINED. . .
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Whittier Sengstacke, 1734 S. Parkway E., following their

performance at The Auditorium. A group
of the dancers are shown on the back lawn
of the home where the party was held.

JUDGE ODELL HORTON. . nikrs a
point to Washington Butler, Director of the
War on Poverty Committee at the party for
the Zambain Dancers at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke. Judge
Horton who will become president of Le-

Mo!,ne-trwen College in September is also
talking with Mrs. Butler. Talking in the
background are Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Crossley and Mr. Edwin Manda, Zambain
who narrated the show.

q09

2-Pc. Plain)

48'
53c

—2 DAY SERVICE—
.411 garments beautifully
CLEANED and PRESSED
NO COUPON

Tr -State Defender

!lead the predominately Negro confirmed .those rights. Court
NDPA ticket this fall. "Were decisions h a v co documented
going to conduct the campaign them. Acts of Congress over
as a team effort like the NDPA the last decade elaborated upon
always does," Cashin said. them. Unfortunately, the poli'"And, in general, we're going cies of your Administration
'to base the whole NDPA ap- have tended towards limiting
proach on our platform, which those rights." In the letter ConBLACK GENERAL
!we put in writing two years gressmen William L. C 1 a y Wri,trA
WALLACE
ago.
RAPS MARCHES
(D-Mo.), Augustus F. Hawkins
MONTGOMERY Ala — A
*
*
*
(D-Calif.) and Louis Stokes
A black general said Satur- black
Huntsville dentist w h o
(D-Ohio), claimed they h ad
NIXON IGNORES
day he believed the age of dem- will
oppose George Wallace' for
onstration for racial equality to governor
on the ticket of the BLACK CONGRESSMEN been turned away from the'
be over and urged "Construe- National
White House "in a m a n n e r
Democratic Party of Three black congressmen
told
tive, peaceful change within the Alabama
(NDPA) said his race the President in a letter this which showed disrespect for our
law." Brig. Gen. Daniel "Chap- will be a
"Team Effort." Dr. week: "The Constitution gave offices and callous disregard .-,•?,-,.
.m4
pie" James Jr., Deputy Assist- John Cashin
was nominated to us our rights. The Civil W a r for our
Views."
ant Secretary of Defense f o r
Public Affairs, said the riots of
recent years had played an important role in that they woke
up many complacent Americans to the plight of the Negro.
He said the United States is
taking giant steps to help
blacks attain equal opportunity,
but there must be more coop"ration from whites. z

NECESSARY

111.01111111111
611
1•4# #
11/1*

Nat'l NewScope

Buy

•

•

U.S. BONDS

•

APPOINT ENOUGH
BLACKS

A BOUNTIFUL TABLE. .WAS enjoyed by the Zambain
Dancers at the party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke where the seventy-three dancers were
feted after their performan-c. Mr. John Chonoiulu, Director of the Orchestra from Zambia and Mrs. Thomas Nathan are shown with members of the troupe. Mr. SengMacke is General Manager of the 'Tri-State Defender
Newspaper.

Buy U S. Bonds

WASHINGTON — The White
House and 3 Johnson Administration official clashed Saturday over the number of blacks
appointed to high positions in
the Nixon Administration. Clifford L. Alexander former
chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
said in a statement the Nixon
Administration
is
"lying"
when it says it has appointed
more blacks to significant positions than the Kennedy and
Johnson Administrations.
*

•

•

BLACK TO OPPOSE

Real klecallSfor real t.
r.or the taste of youL •

•WO.

The Quolitv Remain'.. .
tong After
The Price Is Forgotten

You'll wear Stacy-Adams Shoes for years . .. ki..Aving they're the
finest you can buy. Fine handicraftmanship ... rich styling ... Luxurious Leathers . .. Assure you instant and everlasting comfort ... Plus
good looking styling that'll carry you through many seasons.

BEASLEY* JONES•RAGLAND

99 So. Main Street

-*•41•414.010;
1

fe•oMlyssilPose.
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•
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Students Receive
Coca Cola
Scholarships

Black Youth Educational Tour

A group of 15 Black youth They will spend one day in
and an adult chaperon embark- Connecticut as the guests of a
ed from Memphis last week on Church of God in Christ Minwhat they described as an ed- ister. Independence Hall in
ucational tour. The youth from Philadelphia Pa., first capital
various communities in the of the United States is their Student winners of the Alpha
city will travel to four states next stop. They will take in Phi Alpha-Coca Cola Scholarvisiting "the hub of American the Liberty Bell, a few uni- ship and other scholarship
business," New York City; versities in the area, and tour awards and grants were an"the seat of American govern- part of that city's vast indus- nounced at the organization's
ment," Washington, D. C.; trial complex, then on to Wash- ' 64th Annual Anniversary Con"the cradle of American gov- ington, D. C.
vention in Philadelphia, by
ernment," Philadelphia. Pann.; Senator Albert Gore ( Dem., Dr. Thomas D. Pawley, Diand some parts of the New Tenn.) has arranged a com- rector of Educational ActiviEngland country side in Con- plete guided tour of the na- ties and chairman of the Alnecticut. The kids, three boys tion's capital for t h e group. pha Phi Alpha Education
and twelve girls, ages 9 to 15, They will visit the Lincoln Foundations, Inc.
left Memphis Wednesday Au- Memorial, t h e
Washington
gust 5: they will be traveling Monument, the White House, Joseph Clark, a June gradby bus for the most part, first the Capitol Building, t h e uate of Manual Training High
National Archives, the Ken- School at Muskogee. Okla.,
stop New York.
nedy grave site and a few was the recipient of the $1,500,
They will spend their 3 day
annual scholarship by the Coca
stop in New York City living other points of interest. They Cola Company. Selection is
have three day reservations at
in the pent house apartment of
the Holiday Inn in Washington. made by the Fraternity with
a 1.acationing friend. The EmFrom Washington they will!the cooperation of the Nation
pire State Building, the United ,
head back to Memphis. In- , al Scholarship Service and
Nations Building, Lincoln CenStudents.
Negro
for
eluding travel time the entire Fund
ter of the Performing Arts,!
Clark will attend Northeastern
tour will last 14 days.
Time Square, the Statue of
This educational tour is the State University.
Liberty, and Grand Central
brain child of Mrs. Delores E. "This scholarship award is TENNESSEE STATE HELPS YOUTH
Station are all part of their
Jones, of 253 Holland St. For based
both academic FILL SUMMER VOID — Nearly 400 youths
upon
itinerary. Also they were lucky!
the past few years she has achievement of the student are participating in the National Summer
enough to get tickets to two
worked with young people in and economic need of the fam- Sports Program in its second year at TenBroadway shows.
the community "trying to give ily. Clark comes from a fam- inessee State University. The program, desome of the disadvantaged ily of six children and the an- signed to meet the needs of youngsters for
young people a wider world, nual income of the family is recreation which Metropolitan Nashville has
by giving them activities to approximately
$4500,"
said
been unable to meet, is sponsored jointly
occupy their time." She has Dr. Pawley.
by the National Collegiate Athletic Associamanaged a WDIA Little League The first and second place
'
baseball team, and is present- winners of the annual essay L. Saylor and John W. Wil-1
ly the adult advisor of a young,!contest for college students born, III. University of Pitts:
Rats & Fleas
ladies
charm club, The Young sponsored on the convention burgh, and Agnes Fields, VirWe Kill
Sophisticates. She said that theme "elimination of the ginia Union University) (Sou-I
All Bugs
she wanted these kids to ac- Ghetto — Goal of the Seven- them Region) Nathaniel Ray
f.tf A. & V.* Certificates Issued
tually see some of the things ties" were two Grambling Col- and David George, Allen Uni—Master Chorg• & Bankthey read about. "Some of the lege (La.) coeds, Linda Gale versity. and Carolyn A. SheeAmer.cord Accepted—Our Syschildren in our group had Oliver and Arnetta Turner, hee, Edward Waters College:
tem ;1 Safe to Ct,Idren & Pitts.
never been to West Memphis." respectively, while the third and
(Southwestern
Region)
EVERS Termite &
Since the close of school the place award went to Nathan-'Linda Gale Oliver, Michael
Pest Control System
,:roup has been busy on several iel Ray of Allen Unniversity.,Ray
Arnetta
Johnson
and
Call:321-6033 Any Time
projects raising the $2,500 it
Winners of regional contest;Turner, all of Grambling Coltook to make the trip.
were (Eastern Region) Jamesilege.

Termites
Roaches

sin

Pla/%01%"ftesitigiii~eigfr
"DR. HERMAN R. BRANSON
ow.

•••••

NAMED 10th PRESIDENT
OF LINCOLN UNIVERSITY"
Dr. Herman R. Branson has been named tath
president of Lincoln University, the oldest predominantly black university in the nation.
•••••

Dr. Branson will leave his post as president of
Central State University in Wilberforce, Ohio, to assume the Lincoln helm.

Lion and the President's Council on Physical Fitness. Youths from 10 to 18 participate in the project. According to T S U
athletic Director Howard C. Gentry, w h o
Ii eads the project, "The fundamentals of
good citizenship are interwoven in this program." Youths grow through athletic instruction and competition. JOE ZINN PHOTO

AVIS

Clearance Sale

firaccore

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

SOUTH

MIDTOWN

1 2 3 2 E SHELBY DRIVE
LWHITEHAVEN!

1620 MADISON

1970 Chevelle .... $2299
1970 Camaro .... $2399 •
1970 Impala
$2499

Over 100

LARGE SELECTION

EAST

Demos and Executive Cars

The Mtc(South's Largest Chevy

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
24 HRS.
A DAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN

U.S.D.A.

center cut chuck

CHOICE

Heavy
Roast

87

per lb.

CHEVROLL'7'

Prico in the ad effective noon, Aug. 19. thru
midnight Aug. 25.
We reserve the
right to limit quantities. None sold to deale:s,

PEANUT BUTTER

Fresh Lean

3;41.49

Neck
VERMONT MAID
Bones
TOMATOES
Lb 180 SYRUP
29C
4-LIMIT 16 OZ.2/
Fred Montesi Country Style
PLAIN or S/RISING
LB.3
9
$
BAG

24 OZ. 1=
. gm
BTL.

ARROW

12"x25' ROLL

Pork
ALUMINUM FOIL
190
Sausage
2-LIMIT
WELCH GRAPE
2 Lb. Bag 790 BLUE PLATE
(COMPARE AT 570
BIG
JELLY 2 LB. JAR 390 0
Bar-B-0 SAUCE 180Z, 330
CENTER CUT
3-LIMIT
HEINZ
26 OZ.
Ham
SUNSHINE KRISPY
BTL.
KETCHUP
Slices
I
$34/
LB .2174v
BIG KETCHUP LOVER'S
CRACKERS
• BOX ma'
LB89*
•
BRAND ALASKA CHUM
CHIEF

.

SALMON

1

3-LIMIT

590

FRED MONTESI GRADE "A" MEDIUM

EGGS

3 DOZ.$1

Fresh
Groon4HAM

BURGER
3 lb.pkg.
or more lb. 580

•

Southern Belle

HORMEL SPAM

LUNCHEON
MEAT

Pure

5

160Z.
CAN

12 OZ iin
.,,m,,..„,
CAN MIZPIW

King Cotton

Sliced
Bacon
Thick
$1.48
2 b.Pkg.

DOWNY FLAKE

AMERICAN
CHEESE

12 OZ,
PKG.

LB.
Bag

A

590

Fred Mnntesi
DOMINO
(ti.

464P

?
IP

FRED MONTESI SLICED SINGLES

Hams
Butt Portion Lb 58*
Shank Portion Lb.

Dear Neighbor,
I'm Haddon Salt. New in your area. I'd like to have you
come in and try my Authentic English Fish & Chips.
They're prepared by Master Fryer from a secret recipe
that's been in my family for generations. These nutritious
Icelandic fillets provide a delicious meal for the whole
family.
Tell you what. Bring this Ad, and I'll give you a free
H. Salt, Esq., Fish & Chips Dinner if you will buy one.

1007. 250

WAFFLES

Smoked

DOMINO or GODCHAUX

SUGAR

2989 SUMMER
323-5594

(COMPARE AT 1.69)

SACRAMENTO SOLID PACK CALIF.

FLOUR

367 UNION
527-4471

240Z. am deh
BTL. 100
110
.

VEGETABLE OIL
PETER PAN

190

MOTHER'S BEST

Bud DAVIS
CHE 'OLET

BLUE PLATE

FRED MONTESI SANDWICH LOAF
3-LIMIT
24 oz

BREAD

Available
TrucCkasrs,d

I GODCHAUX

WEEKEND COUPON

SUGAR
ith this coupoo and 5 00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state 1111.91
Coupon expires noon "Wednesday Ail q I r
1970.
One Coupon

per Family per week.

COUPON . 2 •

4

ON ONE sl FISH & CHIPS DINNER I
.........------------111111111111111111
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Dr. Branson said further, "It is especially gratifying to be asked to assume the leadership of one of the
few traditionallY black colleges that is in a state of
development where it is able to offer both a quality
, education and real solutions to the world's most critical problem in the area of racial and cross-cultural
differances.
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Dr. George D. Cannon, president of the Lincoln
Board of Trustees, in announcing the appointment
said, -The Board of Trustees has been searching for
over a year for the extraordinary man needed to fill
the Lincoln Presidency."
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Once again Mary Holmes is making a significant
change in direction. Through the years from its founding in 1892, the college has altered its course to meet
the changing needs of its young people, from domestic
arts to teacher training, to junior college, and this
last year a start toward becoming a full senior
college.
Two years ago, the decision to take this step
seemed wise. The state was requiring its public school
teachers to have the baccalaureate degree. Some
75 per cent of our graduates were going on to senior
college. Foundation and federal money was offered
more generously to four-year institutions.
But developments have made it unrealistic to seek
senior college standing now. With the growing integration in Mississippi schools and the increasing enrollment of black students in the state institutions, a
black four-year college is less needed. The Board of
National Missions, on whose support we have relied
through our history. does not feel able to support the
expanded requirements of a four-year college.
We have decided therefore to become a community college. The decision was confirmed at the July 16
meeting of the Board of Directors.
Our students need more help, both financially and
academically, than the previously all-white colleges
are prepared to give them. We can help to compensate for the deficiencies of their earlier education,
and give them a good foundation in the core subjects
of the first two college years. Further, we can give
them the black studies which mean so much to their
pride and ambition. After two years here, or three
for those who need a preparatory year. they will be
ready to transfer to a senior college with a good
chance of success.
Consultants who have discussed the matter with
President Walton and Dean Bennett concur in advising this course for the college.
We have canceled the senior curriculum for next
year. The college has carefully counseled the seniors
who planned to come here, and the BNM is giving
them financial assistance. There will be a curtailed
junior year here for 1970-71, but for 1971-72 no juniors
will be enrolled.
We trust that our Mirror Friends will see the
wisdom of this move and will continue their support
of the college.
ATTENTION! BILL COSBY FANS
BILL COSBY, the popular entertainer, will give a
benefit performance for MARY HOLMES COLLEGE,
August 16, 1970 at the West Side High School in Gary,
Indiana.
Mr. Cosby is a member of the Board of Directors
of Mary Holmes. It is hoped that this performance
and its attendant publicity will do much to publicize
the program carried on at Mary Holmes,

G. Cassidy, Director of the
Dictionary, when he gave a
,
lecture at Lane in April. At
............
=IINN MIIMO— IMI NM MB
that time, he asked Miss Keldin to collect dialect, to ap1
pear in the dictionary during
the summer.
In the course of succeeding
arrangements, Miss McKeldin
accepted an invitation to visit
Marsha meKeldin, lino the Dictionary
headquarters
graduate of Lane College,at Wisconsin where she spent
has become a pioneer among a week in June as guest in the
Lane graduates as field work- Cassidy home
er for the Dictionary of Amer- Upon her return, she visited
ican Regional English which Lane briefly enroute to her
Offer Expires Midnight Aug. 16, 1970
has headquarters at the Uni- I first field location, Memphis.
versity of WiSconsin at Madi- Brownsville is included in her
Ion.
itenerary together with cities
Miss
McKeldin's linguistic in Illinois, Missouri and Missophistication
attracted
the sissippi.
notice of Professor Fredric

340 E.lisCrump Blvd. Memphis,Tenn.

Or

In accepting the post, Dr. Branson said, "It is
much more than an honor to be asked to come,. to
Lincoln University as President. It is almost a cOmmand from history voiced by the record of Lincoln's
116-year involvement with the expansion of educational horizons to embrace students of 'every clime and
complexion' as set forth in its charter."

Lane CO-ED ktepti
Summer
Bnployment

•
AA

i
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SPORTS HORIZON
The Lane College Dragons toughest schedule in four 'years
will officially open their foot- commented, "the better the
ball season September 12, tak- competition the better we will
ing on a dynasty of the small play. We will depend grealy
colleges in football, Jackson upon our veterans to help the
State College of Jackson, Mis- freshmen and new players besissippi. Jackson State has come familiar with our system.
become nationally known be- We will be counting on vetcause of the fine professional erans like George L. Brown
footballers it has produced in who is considered the most
recent years. Unfortunately, feared lineman in o u r conthis game will be played in ference, Ernest Bonwell, a lineJackson, Mississippi instead man who has qualities necesof Jackson, Tennessee. The fol- sary to become a professional
lowing weekend, the schedule football player, Jim Bethea and
will bring the Panthers of If he continues to make interClark College to Jackson. Being ceptions and game saving
the first home game, the Drag- tackles, we will be hard to
ons offense will be centered score on. 1 am expecting
around
veteran quarterback Felix Walton, a veteran deHarold Gray. Gray who is rat- fensive back to have his best
ed as one of the best passers season, Gordon Flowers will
In the SIAC conference, will have his work cut-out as the
have some of the finest targets replacement for Charles Jones.
in Flanker, Curtis Broom an have his work cut-out as the
all-conference
and
Samuel replacement for quirles Jones,
Brookins. Barry Leeznore, a Players like those and a few
veteran tight end will balance others will be the backbone of
the line of pursuit with his our team."
blocking
and
pass-catching The 11170 schedule is as printed:
abilty. Alvin Clay and Welling- September 12 Jackson State
ton Jenkins will be the work *September 19 Clark College
horses of the backfield.
College; Jackson, Miss.
Other players who are ex- Jackson, Tenn.
pected to distinguish them- September 26 Kentucky State
selves on the gridiron are: College, Frankfort, Ky.
1
Ernest Bonweil, an ail-con- 'October a Morehouse College,
ference tackle; George L. Atlanta, Ga.
Brown, an all-conference guard, *October 10 Savannah state
Jim Bethea, an all-conference College Jackson, Tenn.
.111,
petrolt Mich. — The morale ' The salute program will fea- defensive halfback; Felix Wal- October 17 Prairie View A&M
of the "salute to the ture a fabulous line up of big ton, a veteran defensive half- College; Prairie View, Tex.
Mtitnip—Joe Louis" committee name entertainers who have back; and Gordon Flowers, a *October 24 Fort Valley State
volunteers was boosted today volunteered to perform for the line backer.
College; Jackson, Tenn.
when they were notified de- world's greatest athletes and Head Coach Gerald Walker, *October 30 Mlles Colleg e;
entering his fifth season, will be Birmingham, Ala.
that the former heavy sportsmen.
weight champion would be From his seat of honor Joe assisted by Lorenzo Smith, *November 7 Fisk University;
dile to attend this city's tri- Louis will be entertained by James Walker and Will Shaw. Nashville, Tenn.
bute in his honor Wednesday TV star Bill Cosby Who will Coach Walker facing his *November 14 Knoxville College; Jackson, Tenn.
Aragust 12 at Cobo Arena. emcee the program along with
. Physicians attending Louis Motown youthful singing'sensa- greet their fellow champion. (Homecoming).
at. Denver's Veterans Admin- tions. The Jackson 5 Mahalia
Dick "Night Train" Lane, *Conference Games
Nitration Hospital notified Mrs. Jackson, Blues singer and Detroits' all-time great Lions
Rosa Owens executive director guitarist BB King, comic Redd quarterback, will also be on
for the "Salute" Committee Foxx. s inger Billy Eckstine, hand for the salute to Louis.
end originator of the tribute; and the Four Tops, a Motown Lane himself a Detroiter is
to. the Brown Bomber that the l quartet that once backed the a member of the "Salute"5¢-year-old Louis would be at famous "Mr. B" in his night mittee that organized the triringside as Detroit salutes its club act.
bate to the ex-champ. The idea ISASEBALI:S YOUPOGEST
Hometown hero.
H.B. Barnum, noted Holly- for the "Salute to the Champ—
BATTING CHAMP ?
The "Salute" on Wednesday wood Composer and Arranger Joe Louis" originated with
night at Cobo Arena will now ; is flying in to serve as musi- Josephine Winfrey and Marge
tecome a gala homecoming' cal director for the program, Vest.
for Joe Louis as he witnesses and will conduct the big band Berry Gordy Jr., President
proclamations naming August, that will accompany the var- of Motown Record Corpora12- as "Salute to the champ ious acts on the bill.
tion and a former boxer him;-;)
-- Joe Lous Day" by Governor Scores of sports world greats self assumed honorary chairWilliam Milliken, and Detroit will be in Cobo Arena to join manship of the "Salute" cornMliyor Roman Gribbs and in the salute to the man who mittee when he learned of the
'Highland Park Mayor Robert left his indelible mark in the group's plan for a tribute to
Blackwell.
' annals of sports history by sue- his friend and fellow Detroit-'
Detroit's common
council cessfully defending hs crown ers.
has issued a resolution honor-1 25 times.
Tickets for the "Salute" At.l'ALIOEoc.1I4E 110E2S
ing Louis and also proclaimed', "978" fellow ex-welter and ranging from $5 to $50 in price Vek520YEATZS 9
NOVII4S
that
Washington
Boulevard, middleweight champion and tickets are still available at 6 DAYS OW 14.941%.114E
urr
'Detroit's most g ismorous: close friend Sugar Ray Robin- Grinnells and J.L. Hudson
and $40 FOR:1HEIS465 BAT
throughfare be designated Joe; son and former Boston Celtics Cobo Arena ticket office. Tick,.1.4ouis Boulevard until the con- basketball great Bill Russell ets may be obtained by mail "ME_ KALIME EDGED Ty
elusion of the city's "Salute this year voted "Athlete of the from one Washington (Joe COBB 51'12 DAYS MR,
to the Champ.'
Decade," will be in Detroit to Louisi Boulevard Detroit Mich.
THE HONOR!
^—
^ -

Doctors OK Joe Louis
Appearance t Fete

V
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FOR LESS MONEY...
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Pro-Files

Have it your way.
•

Or.

You canq do as well
,.anywlere else!

MEL-0-SOFT

KROGER FROZEN

BANQUET

FORTIFIED
BREAD
Iiii0_ 13:$

ORANGE
JUICE
6..z.

.

CAN S
LOAVES

I I nr.

t

11 -oz.
EA.
WITH OUR COUPON OFFER!

ALL VARIETIES EXCEPT HAM

r

1

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

MORRELL'S PRIDE

FRYING
CHICKEN

BOSTON
ROLL

SLICED
BACON

CUT-UP 'MIXED PARTS

BONELESS ROAST

1394 27
3F . 1 94:

4

Lb.

t

1 :1.(0.

Lb.

_

-JUMBO
SUNNYSLOPE
CANTALOUPES PEACHES

5

INSTANT
POTATOES

I

5

,

MEAT
DINNERS

4

.

PKG./0

394
FRESH PICNIC
6 1
BIG K DRINKS
.
GoLDEN CORN 4„i-NB1384 . BONUS COUPON
GIANT CHEER 694
Lb.

ALL FLAVORS

rI r

DEL MONTE

CREAMSTYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL

%NOP

FOR EXTRA

TOP VALUE

•

w

all* =

K.. STAMPS
i.
• eir u- -`-'sEXP.8/18;70
..
cn with 2 la's 22 oz. Anseii10I silf can Dill or Swtet P.skies

3•LBS.
6-oz.
PKG.

WITH COUPON

SHANK PORTION

.."' 50 wki,`,"6,7etI.'
50 z
g.
Country„ks
Oven Donuts
50.CiCrituhn2Ir k8cven_Cook.,es .
wK:tc."0
,'&.°,:.,
- '.; 25 with
"''.. 50 - - 'pig
-25 Zheht ;II;Spices. _

•,

1 ‘

COOKED HAM

594

Lb.

with 2 pkgs.
50 Zver Breast or ..1ft
CA with 2 plies.
tyv Seafood item,

'
.1'
hrcNerli COUP•N irk,itNer
KROGER FROZEN -11

Budweiser
••Na

is the best way to go,
any way you go.
(But you know that.)
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DEFENDER

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

Iections
(Continued Frosa Page 1 )
'didn't make himself look
big
saying he would pledge him"If to prove the accusation
rong and by proving this, his
.Locks would have gone
upl
4gber in the community. I'm
fraid his value is now drop
-1
ng on the community stock

Harlem Trotters On NBC

OIV

The Harlem Globetrotters, world, have become a top atThe current edition of the
who have parlayed extrao- traction on television in the Globetrotters is
led by the
ordinary basketball skills and last few years. Last season
"Clown
light-hea
approach
Prince
rted
to their two nework TV specials
a
of Basketball,"
FAKE
FRANI
BARTON
MARINO
the game into a world-wide were seen by more than 100 Meadowlark Lemon, truly a
66 IMPALA CPI. $ 195
entertainment attraction, have million
v i ewers, according magician with a basketball.
51595
65 RIVIIRA
signed a long-term agree- to NBC Research estimates Other stars in the cast in$ 995
65 MUSTANG
ment with the Natonal Broad- of available audience data. clude dribbling wizarif "Curly"
SPT. WAGON $1495
Neal, "Showboat" Hall, a
casting Company to star in
'65 CORYAIR c•as $755
"The Harlem Globetrotters, master at ball
year,
special
NBC-TV
a
one
control, Hubert
'leak flaanclas"
3S84314 N Timm
beginning in Jamiary, 1971, it broad family appeal spans the Ausbie, and Pablo Robertson,
sports
fan
and
the
non fan the team's lightning-fast sparkwas announced by William
and
appeals to men and wom- 'plug.
F. Storke, Vice President, an
of all ages," Mr. Storke
Special Programs, NBC TeleA number of top profes- MS*
said. "We are delightful their
vision Network.
hilarious brand of basketball sional players have worn the
The Globetrotters, long an will be presented on NBC." Globetrotter uniform, including current stars Wilt Chamoutstanding box office draw
Founded in 1927 by the late berlain of the Los
in sports arenas around the
Angeles
Abe Saperstein. the Harlem Lakers and Connie
Hawkins' es,..„.••
•••-,00111111111111
Globetrotters have lived up to of the Phoenix Suns.
their name. They have made
personal appearances before
more than 60 million people
in 87 different countries — inPARKWAY VILLAGE
Equity Sale by owner. 3' Bedrooms. cluding numerou
s performanc2 lull baths, sep. L.R. k DR.. large
Paneled den
kitchen with breaktaat es behind the Iron Curtain —
corner. Kitchen and den broken tile
and later this year will play
floor. Central AC. and twat, single
carport. large fenced backytrd. Equity
their 10,000th game.

.iarket."

According to Frank R. kil• trick, president' of the 9th
• strict Democratic club and
'e Bluff City Council of Civic '
.ubs, "The black folk hurt
temsei.
,--r for not turning out
) vote, and the political fight
think was a publicity stunt."
Otis Higgs, the youngest per-In to be appointed a Criminal
ourt Judge, feels that the
'ection did not generate the
'nd of spark to get black
-'"ople to vote. "Unless a spark
ignited for the November
neral election, we are going
have a Republican govern-1
•ent," he stated. He added,
don't like for black people
• fight among the m selves.1
e should be united to getting!
)ople to vote and not fighting
nong ourselves."
Another citizen who is very
)cal on political issues. MiAs
arline Hampton, stated "This
‘ction shows that we are not
gether as a race. We need
ore
voter
education. We
iould stop letting our emoms get the best of us. As a
.mmunity and as Negroes we
'ould stop and do a little soul
•arching of ourselves. As far
the fight between the black
)1itical factions, I am not in
vor of any man coming into
iother state criticizing what
person has done. I am in fair of a person trying to help.
)th parties involved. I am
:re
have
made
mistakes
anewhere along the line to
!
where they are. Advice is
aid. but open criticism —
PI

Buy Bonds

Classified Ads

ATHAN'S

LOAN UFFICI

$6800 . monthly note $140 at 6 pct.
G I loan Shown by appointment only
363-6505.

L-0-0-IC

NEED ROOM??

69 1.11•61

1317 Snowden -- 3 large bedrooms
ieri and utility room, double garage
and storage Ideal for the tyg family
and priced to sell, 512.350 FHA, VA
0I Conventional.
788 Leath -- 3 Bedrooms. 2 baths. •
2 Porches. extra roe% for den. Fenced
Yard. Near Firestone. Kimberly Clark.
International Harvester. $9.550 FHA,
VA or Conventional.

'69 Rebel

551' II•4., •0•., ••••,, 14c+sew air, Save(

'II Javelin
Auto. sir

$1795

vinyl tee.

•

SECURITY
Unl••

MOI

SI5-6396

•
•
LEARN TO DRIVE
•
•
• If You Hare Any Trouble Whit se ever
In Getting Driver licenst
•
Call

DUFF GAITHER COMPANY
Realtor

Hold it a minute bone crusher,
since you're both friends of mine
I want to ask this brother here is

12 Fired

he certain that his' mouth didn't
order something his posterior. won't
be able to pay for.

Dr. Vernon

Williams

F

2277 Union

SUPER SUMMER SALE
Sag. 12 tang 15
Free gift with purchase to first 100
customers. Specials: Buy ladies' slacks,
,:et free blouse. Buy men'a trousers,
get free shirt. Buy men's suit, get
2 tree ties. Grab bag surprise 35c.
Council Thrift Shop. 2268 Park.

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.

Carl Carson
answers to you.

MOUSE FOR SALE
Off Levi Rd 3 brm Brick Separate
Garage. Equity 52.100. Notes $14329
on 4 N. Fe Loan phone 396-1390

Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

WANTED STAFF
ANNOUNCER
With contemporary radio experience
Some college preferred but not required. Send resume to:
Job Opportunity
P
0 Box 248
Memphis, Tennessee 38101
,1
Equal opportunity Emploier
.SAi.ES paltsONN
PLF:NT1 OF OPENINGs, wanted imineciately men or women to train for
management positions comm. avg.
5150.00 per week plus bonuses. exclusive sales to colored homes send
'lame
and
phone number to Revs
638 Mph.., Tenn. You will be contacted lated by an agent.
l-ledrooms and Den Or 4 131-)I-I 885
Stonewall. Memphis. Shown by ap,oIntment ideal Location. low equity ,
Note $151.00 month. Call 278-6992

BANK REPOS
U WORK U RIDE
'67
% ewe
*or Fred

JIM McDONALD
MOTOR CO.

mday, August 16 from
Donation

3 P.M.'til
$1.00

Refreshments will he sold

12 Midnight

Payment
689-91 Bethel (Duplex) $10,950
10 rooms. 2 baths. FR IWIS $250
Down
5 West Biscayne
$12,950
6 rooms, 1 bath. Asb. Shit. $250
Down
1752 Carlyle
$17,950
6 rooms, 2 baths BVIFR. $450
Down
369-71 Charter
$ 8,9.50
7rooms 2 baths, .4sb No Down
Payment I
25 YEAR LOAN.VA TO MAKE.
NOREPAIRSORUT7LITYCHECA
1274 Greenwood
$11,520
8 rooms. 1 bath. Asb. Shots-le
$250 Down
649 King Road
$ 4,850
4 rooms. I bath, FR IWIS
No Down Payment
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS OR
UTILITY CHECK
4606 Perry Road
310.950
.5 MOMS. I bath, BV $250 Down
3384 Rochester
$10.250
4 rooms. 1 bath. Ash Shgt. $250
Down
2296 Vollerttine
$10.9.50
8 rooms, 2 baths. Frame. $450
Down
Long

t925 UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
3244444
)

term.

8(5% Loans

Savings
Celebration

FEDDERS

shi
thr

his
dal
5 .a
ap
WC

.1
a,

SAVE up to 540.00 on the most famous air conditioner in the world!

18,000 BTU's

only $28495

064,•Ills on both
210 wad 2011.0415

Save Big on Fedders, the biggest name in
aft conditioning. Fedderstelebrates its 75th birthday
with
four commemorative air conditioners-. You
celebrate with precious dollars savelf when you
buy one
of these Diamond Jubilee air conditioners
now!
-Sr

1110111111111111111111110111111

St Hi (for super fast cooling)
and Lo cool
-11( Actiustable automatic
thermostat
•

C4

pr
St
I

Quiet Sound Barrier design

Ic Handsome front panel,
concealed controls

ot
CC

da
Sc
8r

lc Advanced air direction

th

control
lit Reserve Cooling Power?:
for extra hot days
*Powerful dehumidification
*Washable Germicidical
Filter
* Totally encloted zinc-clad
steel cabinet

lis
de
St
M
Ti
Pt
01

Al

EXCEPTIONALLY POWERFUL
cools an entire floor of most homes where
adequate circulation exists.

•.

save 4U

save

save

23,500 BTU's I 14,000 BTU's
I 8,000 BTU's

'34
49
I
5
24
4
FEDDERS,

I'18495

World's Largest Selling Air Conditioners
'Diamond Jubilee models compared to compa,able capacity
standard Fedders models

SINCE 1945 5 LOCATIONS

available

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Arty Rrnker

Br
Le

Eli
a to

FEDDERS

8

51 08 Horn Lake Road

.. sHER
*I
0

Ia
at
wa
nit

CPI

CASH?

STONE SOUL FESTIVAL
AND PICNIC NO. 2
Barbee's Ranch

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get MGreDealer!

stem

XL bey.
till
'41 Cad. S.d. DeFille
Leaded
WM
61 T.1ird, air, poser
'41 Roadrunner, 4.soeed
, •s'e air 670
'0 Lallans
'IN Ford Cebea Jet,
like sew
elle
'FS Wotan. Y.1. 4mmod .•.I416

41/ANTED

E-Z

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS
Presents

(

OVALIFIrD

pir.w, -SION
,
F SOO GTA. convert. sine
500. aet...
0041114

MOVING?

LSt

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALS STRUT JA 6-5300

.. .$1249

685-5353

276-1701

• Dr. Venson leaves a daughRev. W. A. Suggs, pastor of.
ter. Pamela Ray Venson. two
iendship Baptist Church, be.
foster sons. Dr. Quincy A.
.ves as many of the persons
Johns of Detroit, Mich., Mr.
terviewed — that the black
(Continnel From Page 1) Walter Fields of Los Angeles,
lege was hurt in the last (Ccntinued From Page 1)
and a foster. daughter, Mrs.
ection. "We had a good op- financial help for
the memorial Mason but by far his most
rtunitv to put blacks in po- park was to come from
amorous
work
was with the Clyda Ballentine of Memphis.
the
tions if we had voted and feder:1
o vernmeni. which Memphis Cotton Makers Ju- He also served as guardian
,ted solidly for them Parti- cau-ed '
11e center officials to bilee. He started the Jubilee in for five of his brother's chillarly was it true in the begin
i
the libra ry-docie 1935, feeling that Black people dren when their mother passed.
eriff's race. Charles Evers nen'
• .e..-5ject and the in- deserved a larger part in the
The funeral was held at St.
id Julian Bond did a very
the black world celebration than being drawers John Baptist Church at Vance
agnificent job as politicians first.
of white laden floats. The or- and Orleans on Monday Aug.
ving to help members of the
Hoe( ver. several occurences ganization crowned its own 10th at 12 noon: burial was at
ack race. They felt incum- ;‘rompted a change.
king and queen, and selected 2:00 p.m. the same
day in
mt upon them to help us in
It "a! reported that the its own fair Miss — the Spirit
is political struggle. As far library - documentation project of Cotton. Right along side1 National Cemetery. T. H. Has
s 0. Z. Evers, I have no coin- developed an operating def;cit, these early feelings of Black and Sons directed the funeral.
ents. except to say he had and funds did not come through pride were also feelings of pas reasons for doing what he in ihe
mounts expected and triotism, regional and city
pledged. There was not a pride, for he designed it so the
Assistant Attorney General traditional
f u nd- g a thering Spirit of Cotton would be an
-thur Bennett stated •1 think means es.abli-hed. since money international emissary of cot- Ladies to be trained as Nurses
ere is some aspect of the initially poured in after t h e ton the economic staple of the
id and Medical Receptionist.
'St election that hurt the as . as nation. Sen idtaneously, Southern United States.
F
For position in Memphis Area.
ack community. It dealt with S o nt a neou. contributions
For apt. call MTC 527- 5508.
visiveness. We are so easily slowed considerably causing the
We train you
Alt. We can't come together interest expre- ed by the ad
a pattern that will help the ministration in the memorial
—lack community. People say park Lo wane.
ni're
Continued From Page 1
speaking
segregation , Mrs. King announced that
'hen you talk about voting the center board has removed
Grand Lodge had
for black people. But: Dr. Vincent Harding of Atlanta that th
awarded
$800
in scholarships to
Unive-sit
...e've got to do that. We've get
y as acting director
For Complete
--ime together to get our man'of the Center. Dr. Julius S. children of Masons who were
Quality Service, Local
office. We must vote bloc1Scott. Jr. has been named ex- enrolled in college. The highlight activity of the year was
ates until the situation chang- ecutive director.
Long Distant and
s and the other group sees
ith Scott as a full time the purchase and dedication of
Storage,
hat we are qualified."
director, the center will be the new Grand Lodge Office
Equally vocal on the issues able to embark on a fund rais- Building at 253 South Parkway
Call
527-5297 for
-as Miss Minerva Johnican. ing project to aim for com- West, in Memphis. In a press
Free Estimates
iublic school teacher. "The pletion including a memorial conference the Grand Master
Williams also announced that
last election hurt the black library, she said.
Storage & Van CO.
Sources indicate that under the cabinet of the Grand Lodge
map as far as the white com493
S. Main St.
munity who sees the blacks as Dr. Harding, who began both is considering a recommendasponsor
to
tion
public
housa
hot being able to stick together. the library and black world
In the black community it institute projects, the library ing project in cooperation with
lets us know that we have got projeii incurred an $81,000 federal agencies.
'.o work. I am a great admirer debt,, and it became necessary Other officers of the Grand
of civil rights fighters who to eener close the project or Lodge are James L. Dobson,
$ye proven their sincerity andl cut back on the center work- Nashville, R. W. Deputy Grand
CAN YOU USE
Master; Peyton Y. Smith, Brisis time that those) politicians; &S.•
4110 take money . from thei -We know that we need tol, R. W. Senior Grand WartA°RE
witite community and hold, something like $10 to $20 mil- den. John V. Malone, Gallatin,
the black community down to lion over a period of years to R. W. Junior Grand Warden;
CITY FINANCE
he exposed. I feel that until build the total complex, and Roy Mayes, Memphis, R. W.
CONVENIENT
those persons are exposed thei we may have to cut that back. Grand Treasurer; and Ben L.
LOCATIONS
'
,ERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
Hooks, Memphis. R. W. Grand
Mack community will never? said Mrs. King.
GET PREFERENTIAL
Secretary. Grand Trustees are
he able to unify the black com-!-------SERVICE
munity politically."
tions and we in Memphis are Leroy C. Spiva, Johnson City:
Mrs. Maxine Smith. active too busy cutting each others E. B. Johnson, Belvedere. and
civil rights leader, and field throats. I am in agreement Leo Hale, Milan.
secretary of the NAACP stat- that until 'so-called colored
Other principal officers of
eq. "I think that it is regretta- leaders' stop misleading people. Excelsior Grand Chapter are
ble that we passed another op- we will be in trouble. If we look Sis. Willie Gillespie, Knoxville,
portunity to elect a black man at Nixon who received 9 per Associate Grand Worthy Mato a high ranking position, cent of the black votes the tron, Jeff McKinnie, Bolivar,
FOR SALE BY
Somehow we have not learned 'so-called leader' didn't do Grand Worthy Patron: and
U.S. GOVERNMENT
to trust each other. and in our anything anyway. The black Clarence Isabel. Memphis, AsVETERANS
poor turnout we let another community would be better off sociate Grand Worthy Patron.
ADMINISTRATION
opportunity pass us. In other without the kind of leader who The 1971 communication of
cities across the nation, blacks , does not have the black people the Grand Lodge will be held
69b North 6th Street
$11,960
are being elected to sop posi- at heart."
in Knoxville.
II rooms. 4 baths. Fr .No Down

r
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SST 2 doer HT, sure Dower.
**Re with black vievl too.
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ROY CORTNER

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
_AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

APPLIANCE
I. I. GATLIN

R G. KINK1.1

CO.
L. I. GATLIN JR.

• 3431 SUMMER
324-4406
• 5237 POPLAR
682-1661
• 3118 THOMAS (HWY. 51 NORTH)
. 358-4585
• 2574 LAMAR
743-5370
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH
• 396-0995
ALL 5 STORES OPEN 'TIL 9 EVERY NIGHT

WE SERVICE

al

